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PREFACE.

To compile a Work on the subject of dancing, which is intended to be used as a text

book by teachers, no one more fully realizes the great importance of making the book

complete in all its details than the writer. We shall endeavor to explain not “how difficult

the art of dancing is,” but to induce teachers to look upon our work as an art devoted to

the laws of nature, which is the highest form of God's Creation. To become proficient as a

teacher of an art you must begin at the rudiments, and work step by step, diligently, until

the highest possible degree of perfection is attained, as it is impossible to create grace

by a carpenter's rule, as is done in the planning of the framework of a mansion; but it is a

positive rule that there is nothing imperfect created by our Maker, yet it is an undeniable

fact, that those who practice certain exercises, can add strength and grace which proclaim

a goddess, the goddess of the modern age.

We do not hesitate in saying, dancing as an art, can only be accomplished by studying

under one who has the knowledge of technique. Never in the history of our country

has dancing been at so low an ebb. The uplifting of the art stands for us, as masters of

dancing, to raise out of the present channel and again restore modesty and grace to the

most beautiful art that God has given man.
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It is not the writer's ambition to introduce a new system. His ambition is to give our

teachers a Text Book, up to date, making the study more simplified than the noble works

of our old masters; to give simple exercises to develop the untrained muscles. Starting as

we do, at the rudiments for the beginner, and finishing with the pupil behind the footlights

executing a “Pas de Seul,” or conducting a prosperous dancing class, should meet the

approval of all progressive teachers. It is like air and food, adapted to both sexes and all

stages of teaching.

Pleasures are like ( happiness ) spread, You sieze the flower, its bloom is shed .

Pupil of Peter D. Findlay , San Francisco.

9

Teaching an Art.

Is it necessary for a teacher to go abroad to study before becoming a thorough instructor,

is a question asked me many times. The question has two sides. In one sense of the word

it is surely unnecessary for anyone to go abroad to study dancing in any of its branches,

on the other hand it would be foolish to deny that much knowledge can be gained by going

abroad.

On account of the characteristics of the European people being so unlike the American, it

is impossible to make a just comparison, as entirely different results are produced.

The greatest impediment to our American teachers is due to the haste in trying to attain

their object. In Europe, years must be devoted to technical training, every step and

principle must be completely mastered before another is undertaken.

Europeans are never in a hurry, Americans are always in a hurry.
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In my opinion it is indisputable that we have teachers of this country equal in every respect

to the foreign teachers.

10

If you have decided to become a teacher of dancing, go to a thorough instructor, who has

the work at heart, take a course of lessons, then endeavor to improve upon his teachings,

remembering at all times,

“It is not a sin to be ignorant, But a crime not to improve.”

To become a successful teacher, precision is the first element of learning. Exercises

should be given, and the benefit derived from practice explained to the pupil. The perfect

mastery of every principle of technics must be accomplished before advancing to the next

subject.

As soon as your pupil becomes fatigued, stop and rest, as a tired muscle never

accomplished satisfactory results.

Do not endeavor to teach any movement until you have practiced it thoroughly yourself.

Begin with your pupils by first explaining the positions of the feet, body, head and arms.

Teach them to understand that when any part of the body occupies a correct position the

muscles are free, and a free muscle gives grace. Without grace we lose all that is beautiful

and pleasing to the eye.

Pupils of Peter D. Findlay .

Pupil of I. Goldenberg . Baltimore. Md.

11

How often do we come in touch with pupils who have paid their money to persons claiming

to be masters of dancing; at the same time the instructor realizes himself as incompetent
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to impart the desired knowledge. Is it then to be wondered at that we often learn of a

Miss — or Mr. — having been flattered by their instructor into really believing they are a

finished professional dancer. They secure a position, only to learn of their incompetency

and inability to hold a position.

How often do we go to the opera for the sole purpose of seeing a certain style of dance

performed, which has been advertised, and to our disgust find the dance in name only,

and nothing but a simple combination of steps. Many failures as a dancer lie entirely in

the teacher's inability to read his pupil's needs; many times a few simple exercises for

invigorating and strengthening the muscles is all the pupil requires. A successful teacher

must be a student himself, studying the pupil, giving such exercises as will build up the

weak parts, make free every muscle and correct the breathing and carriage of the body.

On page 39 will be found a few exercises which have been used by the writer with very

satisfactory results.

12

Part First.

The Alphabet of Dancing

1st Po.

2nd Po

3rd Po

4th Po.

5th Po .

Intermediate

13
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The Alphabet of Dancing.

One of the first accomplishments of a child's life is to learn to read. To accomplish this they

must first learn to distinguish the letters that are used to form words.

Before starting to practice combinations we should first become familiar with the exercises,

that, when combined, form steps. Let us then compare positions to letters, steps to words,

combinations of steps to sentences, several sentences or movements to verses, etc.

If we begin the study of dancing from the alphabet, and have a good ear for music, we will

soon be able to execute social or fancy dances with ease.

All untrained muscles must be thoroughly trained before we can expect them to perform

perfect movements.

From our old masters' works we learn that they adopted a system which contained five

positions of the feet, body, arms and head.

14

The word “position” is a French word and one the English language cannot do without.

THE FIVE POSITIONS of the feet are classified as follows: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, sole (or

natural) ball and point.

The following positions are to the dancing master what the notes are to the musician, and

should be regarded as such, as they embrace the fundamental principles of dancing.

FIRST SERIES.— Feet Positions .

The Five Stage Positions of the Feet

The Five Ball Room Positions of the feet . 1st Pos. 2nd Pos. 3rd Pos.
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15

4th Pos. 5th Pos.

Modifications:

1st position

Sole

Ball

Point

2nd "

Sole

Ball

Raised, crossed.

3rd " 4th " 5th "

Sole

Ball

Point

Raised, crossed.

The positions are described as follows:

1st Pos.
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First Position .—Stand with the heels together, the points of the feet turned well out (See

Dia. 1st Pos). This position is the one mostly used.

16

2nd Pos

Second Position .—Extend right foot in a straight line as far sideways as you can without

raising the heel.

Both feet are placed in 2nd po. by separating them a distance double the length of the

natural position, transferring the weight of the body equally on each foot.

Double 2nd pos.

In separating the feet, the distance between the standing and extended foot should be

equal to the length of the foot. We have found this to be the length of step most in use in

walking, so therefore, have adopted the length of the foot as our guide.

3rd pos.

Third Position .—The heel of the free foot touches the standing foot at a point halfway

between the toe and heel. If the center of the free foot touches the heel of the standing

foot, the feet will then be in 3rd pos. back.

17

This position is used mostly in the closing of the feet in our modern dances.

Fourth Position .—Advance right foot forward or backward, separating the feet so the

distance between the toe and heel equals the length of the foot.

In walking we use a continual change of the fourth po.
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Fifth Position .—The heel of the right is placed against the left toe. If we place the right toe

back and against the left heel, the right foot is in 5th po. back.

Note .—We have represented the five positions of the feet with the right foot; the left

supporting the weight of the body.

The same positions may be executed with the left foot.

The foot bearing the weight of the body is always in 1st po., therefore, the free foot shows

the position.

18

The same angle of the foot is used in the 1st, 3rd and 5th positions, and termed closed

positions. (See Dia.)

The first and second positions cannot be made forward or back.

The 2nd and 4th positions are open positions.

The sole of the foot is the true basis on which our whole machine rests.

Sole Positions are positions in which the entire foot rests upon the floor.

19

Ball Positions .—If the foot rests upon the floor so the ball touches, and the heel is slightly

raised it is in ball position.

Point Positions .—The foot is in point position when the extreme point of the foot rests

upon the floor and the heel is well raised.

From first position if we raise high on the balls of the feet we would be in first ball position.

If on extreme point of the toes would then be in 1st point position.
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Heel Positions the heel of the free foot rests in any one of the five positions, toe pointed

upward, the foot will be in heel position.

Point Position .—A point position can only be made in 1st, 3rd, 5th and 4th rear.

When a point position is made in second position the foot is rolled half over so the heel is

turned upward.

20

Heel Position .—The toe is pointed upward and heel rests upon the floor. The position may

be made in either of the five positions.

Position of the feet while kneeling.

Right foot in 5th rear point position.

Left foot in 2nd heel position.

21

Raised Positions .—If the foot is placed in any position, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th or 5th, then

raised to the height of the knee or higher, and still bearing the same relative position it

would still be in the same position “raised.’

BATTEMENTS.

22

Inward Positions .—If one or both feet are turned in, ( i. e .) the toes in and heels outward;

this position would be called inward position.

Intermediate Positions .—If the foot is placed half way between 2nd and 4th it will then be

in an intermediate position.
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Crossed Positions .—Should we place the right foot well ac ross and to the left side, or

vice versa, the feet would then be in 2nd position crossed.

The foot may also be placed in 5th po., crossed, by placing the toe against opposite toe,

with the feet crossed.

In your practice be correct and precise; in your steps brilliant and light; in every attitude,

natural and elegant.

23

SECOND SERIES.— Body Positions .

In executing the positions given, or in dancing, attend to the carriage of the body and

arms; let their motions be easy and graceful, acquiring an exact equilibrium.

A dancer whose ambition it is to charm the eye of the spectator must display all the

elegance that their fancy can inspire.

In performing movements or steps let your body be quiet, firm and unaffected, yet free and

easy; your head erect, the eyes carried above a level and the chest well extended.

Practice carefully exercises to strengthen and equalize the muscles of the waist line.

As we have five positions of the feet and arms, so likewise, should we have body

positions. For that reason we have added to this work three positions of the body, which

will greatly assist in describing poses.

The practice of the positions of the body in connection with the circular roll, will be found

very beneficial to the muscles which control the waist movements.

24
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In order that the positions of the body may be easily understood, we will classify them as

three positions, distinguishing the right and left bends, as 2nd position right and left. Also

the 3rd position as forward and backward.

First Body Position .—Stand in first position with the arms at side, head erect, so that the

eyes are directed on a level in front. If your body is in a natural position, the arms will hang

at the sides so the ends of the fingers touch the middle of the side of the leg. The fingers

should be grouped so the point of the thumb and middle finger touch. (See dia. of po. of

the fingers, page 33, also arm positions, pages 28–29).

25

Second Body Position .—Lean the body to the right or left side. If you bend to the right at

waist line your body will be in right 2nd po. If to the left your body will be in left and po.

Third Body Position .—From 1st po., lean the body backward and the body will then be in

3rd po. back. If you lean the body forward, the body will be in 3rd po. forward.

26

Circular Roll of the Body .—Starting from the 1st po., lean the body into the 2nd po. R.,

describe a circle of the body by passing it through the 2nd po. R., around and through 3rd

po., back to 2nd po. L., and on around through 3rd po. front, and into erect po.

The roll may also be made by starting to the left and around to the right.

THIRD SERIES.— Arm Positions .

The arms should be held in a position to beautify the body.

If we teach our pupils grace in connection with steps, we must study carefully position,

opposisition and carriage of the arms.
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The arms should have freedom, and at no time while executing a fancy dance should they

rest stationary in 1st po.

All arm movements should be made from the shoulders. Many beautiful expressions can

be 27 brought out with the arm movements, as it is the only part of the body, which, with

the aid of the hand and fingers, can perform a language next to speaking.

If you desire to study harmony in action and poise, place yourself in communication with a

deaf and dumb person, and observe the perfect harmony of grace and action which God

hath given the poor and unfortunate for means of expression of the soul.

First Arm Position .—Stand with the feet and body in first po., arms hanging naturally,

without stretching them.

Second Arm Position .—Both arms are rounded and raised on a level with waist line.

If we extend the arms to the side on a level with the waist line, the arms are in “2nd

extended position.”

28

Third Arm Position .—By raising the arms, still curved, to the height of the shoulders, they

will be in 3rd po.

If we extend the arms out at the side, on a level with the shoulders, they are then in 3rd po.

extended.

Foutmh Arm Position .—Raise arms over the head so they form an open circle, the

distance between the hands being equal to the width of the shoulders.

Fifta Arm Position .—Raise both arms curved over the head so the points of the fingers of

both hands nearly touch.

29
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To get the correct curve of the arms imagine you were curving them around a hoop,

avoiding sharp, angular positions at the wrist and elbow.

The curves of the arms remains the same in going from 2nd to 3rd and into 4th pos.

Imperfect Angles of the Arms .

30

Waist Movements and Opposition.

Opposition refers to an opposite position or movement. For example, if the right arm

is raised into 4th po. and the left arm to 2nd or 1st po., the arms will be in opposite or

contradictory positions.

Observe a graceful person walking. Note as the left foot is placed forward the right arm

swings forward also. This is harmony in movement.

The movement of the arms may be classed into three divisions, the upper arm, the lower

arm and the hand.

To raise any part of the arm the upper arm is the first to move, followed by the lower arm

and lastly the hand.

31

To lower the arm the movement must be reversed, as the hand always follows the forearm

in making an upward or lowering movement. All movements of the arms are dependent

upon the joints of the shoulders.

In presenting the hand in dancing, the upper arm should be first to raise.

Correct Grouping of the Fingers .
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The wrist bears the same relation to the upper arm that the ankle does to the leg.

32

Carriage of the Head.

We depend greatly upon the carriage of the head for many expressions.

If you have studied the positions of the body it will greatly assist you, as there are three

positions of the head.

First Head Position .—Erect, the eyes directed forward on a level.

Second Head Position .—Lean the head to the right side, which is second po. right.

By changing the po. to the left, the head will be in 2nd po. left.

33

Third Head Position .—By leaning the head well back it will then be in 3rd po. back.

Changing the position, bending the head well forward changes the head to 3rd forward po.

Head rolls are executed the same as the body rolls.

This exercise alone will be found very beneficial and gives strength and grace to the

carriage of the head.

In executing any movement see that your carriage is perfect, as without it your

performance will be void of expression.

Gracefulness is much more captivating than a beautiful face.

Note .—No more beautiful lines have ever been written by any author on grace than will be

found in “The Grace of Man,” from the pen of our most worthy Brother, Robert F. .
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34

Study of the Legs and Hips.

Before taking up the study of technical terms, a short study pertaining to the legs and hips

will be found beneficial.

To be able to execute a pleasing movement to the eye, cultivate ease at the hips, moving

the thighs with freedom, with your knees turned well out. By careful practice any person,

not deformed, will be able to accomplish this.

If the hips are contracted the limbs will lose one of their greatest charms. A person who is

“pigeon toed” can cherish no hopes of ever be coming a dancer until the fault is corrected.

In selecting a pupil for a dancer, see that their limbs turn well outward, their ankles strong,

their walking movement easy, precise and elegant.

How many persons do we see appear before an audience that seem to carry us by the

mere force of their personality? Again we find those whose 35 very presence sends a chill

over our entire system. Did you ever stop to analyze the reason why some persons tower

above others? It is one of our Creator's gifts, to admire those gifted with grace.

To walk gracefully a person should assume a graceful carriage of the body. The legs well

extended, the thighs turned outward, avoiding stiffness in the movement, and keeping your

legs close together. Carry your head upward, projecting the chest slightly forward, with the

arms hanging naturally at the sides.

4th Pos.

Great care should be taken that your steps are neither too short nor too long, but the

separation of the feet about the length of the foot.

36
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“A little learning is a dangerous thing, Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring; Their

shallow draughts intoxicate the brain And drinking largely sobers us again.” — Pope .

Pupil of E. Leslie Clendenen .

37

PART SECOND.

Technical Terms.

38

Part Second.—Technical Terms.

The time has passed for our teachers to devote years of study to our art, as the masters

did of years ago, yet I feel that the duty of every teacher is to become familiar with the

names given to certain movements of the feet, as arranged by the old masters, who

should be honored for laying the foundation for one of the most beautiful and fascinating

arts ever known. It is our duty to build upon the foundation which they left us; advancing

from time to time, and changing our art to correspond with the advanced age in which we

live. It is a false idea that a great many of our teachers follow, by believing that we should

not change the rules that governed dancing in the days of our great-grandfathers, as we

live in an advanced age, and through our associations should make changes to keep up

with our progressive country.

39

To be able to make proper applications of technical terms, the teacher must possess

a thorough knowledge of them. I shall not endeavor to describe all the old terms, but a

sufficient number to enlighten the average teacher of today.

TECHNICAL TERMS.

Their Description and Pronunciation.
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Assemble ( ah-song-blay ).— In dancing it means the bringing together, or the closing of

the feet from an open to a closed position, and is generally used to finish a movement.

Example : From an open position bring the feet into either 1st, 3rd or 5th pos.

In stage dancing a slight hop is made on the supporting foot as the free foot is brought into

closed position.

Bondir , ( bong-dir ) springing.—The word refers to a movement made by combining a

bending and stretching of the left knee, hopping from the L. to R. foot at place, or vice

versa.

Battement , ( baht-mong ) beating, or raising and lowering movements.

40

Petits , ( p-tee ) small, Battements .—The foot is glided from 1st sole to 2nd point pos.

The movement is called “small,” because the foot is not extended to the side longer than

the foot.

Simple, because the foot returns to first position, ( i. e .) 1st to 2nd, 3rd to 2nd, or 5th to

2nd position and return to 1st.

Low Flowing .—If the foot is raised to the height of the ankle, it would then be in low

flowing position.

¼ High .—If the foot is raised to the height of the knee it is then in ¼ high position.

41

Grand Battements are executed by raising one leg to the height of the hip, and fully

extended, returning the foot again into closed position. The legs may be closed into 1st, 3d

or 5th pos., front or back. (See cut) page 21.
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The foot is in ¾ high position when raised to the height of the shoulder.

If the foot is still raised higher as per cut it would be in 4-4 high position.

42

Grand High Beating is shown in cut.

All beatings must be made with a straight leg.

Intermediate Beatings .—( Les Battements moyens ) or called Beatings on the instep.

( battements sur-le cou-depied .)—Stand with the weight upon the L. foot, R. in 1st low

flowing po., extend to ad po., and return to 1st, 3d or 5th position back, heel raised.

Repeat, gradually increasing the speed, until the eye cannot detect the movements taken.

(See low flowing position and cuts.)

Beatings are made the same as the low flowing movement, except the foot moves more

freely.

43

1st po. 3rd po. 5th po. ¼ high

Cuts showing position of foot in 1st, 3rd or 5th po. at starting of Intermediate beatings.

From either of the positions shown the foot is extended to ¼ high po. and returned.

Changed Crossed Beatings .—If the foot is alternately changed from a crossed position

forward and back or vica-versa the foot makes alternate crossed beatings.

Battre , ( bat-tr ).—The striking or knocking of the feet or legs together. It may be done with

one foot or both.

The movement may be accompanied by the bending and stretching of the knees.
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If only one strike, it is called simple, two strikings, double, three strikings, triple.

Ballonne , ( bal-lon-nay ,) arched movements. Example:—R. foot in 3rd point po. front. 44

Hop on L. foot, raise R. to ¼ high position, (on level with knee,) keeping the foot close to L.

leg as it is being raised.

Extend R. out to 2nd pos. with an arched movement, transfering weight to R.

Draw L. to 3rd pos. If the movement is to be repeated in the same direction, the weight is

transferred to L. foot.

If alternate, the weight is kept on R. foot, and performed the same, only reversing the

movement.

Ballotte ( bal-lot-tay .—The Pas Ballotte is composed of two or more coupe movements.

(See Coupe.)

Exercise .—Preparatory, raise the L. foot forward in 4th po., return the foot to 3d po. front;

almost simultaneously swing the R. up back into 4th raised po., at same time throw the

body well forward, return R. foot to 3rd po. back and swing L. up front, throwing the body

backward.

Balance ( bal-an-say ).—Step on left to 2d or 4th pos. Raise R. foot front, back or to

the side, or vica-versa. When the free foot is raised into any position, it is in a balancing

position.

45

A balance movement may be made forward or backward, or from side to side.

Bourree . ( boor-ray ) stuffing.—This movement is generally written, “Pas de Bourree.”
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No. 1 Example. Ancient Bourree. Advance R. foot to 4th po., c 3. Close left foot to 3d po.

behind. c 2.

Advance R. foot to 4th po., c 3. Repeat with opposite foot. “Rameau” calls the above

movement pas de bourree. We find the movement used in the gavotte and minuet.

The “Ancient” Bourree is simular to the advance polka, only crossing the feet on the first

count and swaying the body more freely.

No. 2 Example. Modern Bourree. Preparatory movement, raise the R. foot into 2d po.

Bring R. down to 5th po. back, c 1. Glide L. to side, c 2. Close R. to L. at same time,

raising the L. in 2d po., c 3.

This movement as well as No. 2 is used in many of our fancy dances.

Jete Bourree .—Leap onto R. foot in 2d po. c 1. Close L. up to 3d or 5th po., closely under

the heel of R. foot, c 2. Step R. foot 46 to 2d pos. and close L foot under the sole of the R.

foot c 3.

The bouree may be made forward, backward or to the side.

Basquz ( bahsk ).—The Pas de Basque movements are being used more today than

almost any movement in our step combinations, therefore the movements embracing the

steps should be thoroughly understood by our modern teachers.

The movement is named after a tribe which dwells in the north-western part of Spain,

and are also found in some parts of France, and are as a rule, noted for their grace and

charming dancing.

The “Pas de Basque” movement may be made forward, backward or to either side.
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Example: ¾ time. Pas de Basque forward. Standing with weight upon the L. foot, R. foot in

3rd front ball po., swing R. forward and around to 2d po., forming a circle at the side of the

left, transfer weight to R., slightly raising the L. foot, c 1 ( Demi-Rond de Jamb ).

47

Glide L. foot into 4th po. forward, at same time bending both knees, c 2.

Assemble, or close R. foot to 3rd po. back, and transfer the weight onto R. foot, c 3.

The movement repeated, by starting the circle with the L. foot would follow the first.

To move backward reverse the movement.

Pas-de-Basque Backward .—Standing with the R. foot in 3rd ball pos. Circle R. around

through 4th pos. back to 2nd, and transfer weight to R. c 1.

Extend L. to 4th back and transfer weight to L. c 2. Draw R. to 3rd front and immediately

transfer weight to R. c 3. Repeat with L. foot.

The movement can also be made to the side ( lateral ) by extending the foot to the side on

the 2d count, turning ¼ the first time and ½ turn the following bars.

The same movement can be made in 2-4 or 6-8 tempo, and should be made very freely.

The 2-4 time is called the jette pas de Basque.

48

Pas de Basque Turn . Position at starting, weight on L. foot. R. in 5th position.

Glide R. foot to 2d po.

Cross the L. foot over and in front of the R. enough to produce a half turn.
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Raise on the balls of both feet and complete the turn, finishing with the R. foot in 5th po.,

front same as at starting.

To make the left turn reverse the movement.

The turn can also be made as a jete turn in 2-4 or 6-8 time.

Also See Jete turn.

Jette Pas de Basque .—2-4 time. Leap onto the R. to 2nd pos. making an Ariel

Demiround-de-Jamb with R. c 1.

L. foot to 4th po. and close R. to 3rd po. back immediately transferring the weight to R. c

and 2.

Repeat with L.

Reverse the movement to move backward.

49

Chasse .—( shas-say ). To chase or drive out of place. To execute the chasse, one foot

chases or cuts the other out of place, and immediately receives the weight of the body.

It is surprising to know how few teachers of today can explain the difference between a

Chasse and a Pas Glisse. Generally speaking Chasse movements are of a gliding motion,

keeping the feet on the floor. A succession of chasse movements may be made forward,

backward, or to the side. (See Glisse and Coupe).

Example. 4-4 time. Stand in first position weight on L. foot, R. slightly raised. Glide R. to

2nd pos., transferring the weight to the R. c 1. Close L. to 1st or 3rd pos., transferring the

weight to the L. and simultaneously glide R. into 2nd pos., transferring the weight to the

R. c & 2. Repeat by bringing the L. up and gliding R. to 2nd pos. C & 3. Repeat, C & 4.

During the above movement the body is thrown slightly to right side. If you desire to repeat
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the movement in the opposite direction draw R. up to the L. and extend the L. to 2nd pos.

etc. A decided bending and stretching of the knees should be given to the movement.

The movement backward or forward is made the 50 same as to the side, except the foot

is brought down across and over the opposite foot. A chasse movement may be made

alternately with the R. and L. feet. This movement would be called “Chasse Alternately.”

Note : The chasse and coupe must not be confused. The chasse is composed of a

coupe movement combining a transfer of the weight to the foot cut out of place. In coupe

movement the feet are “carried”, and in a chasse glided. The following will show the many

ways in which the coupe may be executed.

Coupe .—( coo-pay .) Cut step.

The movement may be made to the side ( lateral ) or forward or backward. While

executing the movement the gravity of the body does not change.

The movement is made by cutting one foot out of place with the free foot, at the same time

transferring the weight of the body, raising the foot cut out of place. A short definition for

the coupe would be; a step in which the foot passes from an open position to a closed, and

on into an open position,

Pupil of H. N. Grant .
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making a transfer of the weight while the feet are in a closed position.

Example:— Weight on L. foot, R. raised up in front. Bring the R. foot down to closed

position, transferring the weight to the R. and simultaneously raise the L. up back. ( Coupe

Dessous ), or Vica Versa.
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Exercise No. 2.—( lateral ). Weight on L., R. raised out at the side, return R. to 1st pos.

and raise L. out at side. When the foot is raised up, the free leg may be curved or held

straight.

This movement is a very common step in fancy dances.

Pas Coupe .—See exericise No. 1.

Coupe Dessus .—The bringing of the foot down in front, with transfer.

Coupe Dessous .—The bringing of the foot down and back with transfer.

Coupe Lateral .—The bringing of the foot down at the side with transfer.

Coupe Pousse .—“See Pousse”. Bringing the foot down and striking the opposite.

52

Coupe Frotter .—“See Frappe”. Bringing the foot down with a stamping.

Demi Coupe .—(Half Step.) Bringing the foot down and transfer without raising the

opposite foot.

Changement de Pied .—( shanzh-mong duh pee-ay .) The relative change in the positions

of the feet.

Example: R. foot in 5th pos. front. Jump upward and simultaneously change the L. to 5th

pos. front and light with the feet in this pos.

Dessus .—( dess-ee ) over. In dance steps where the foot is brought down in front, the

movement would be called dessus, or over.
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Example:—( coupe dessus ). Standing with the R. raised in front, bring the foot down

across in front of the L., 3rd or 5th pos. at the same time raise L. up back ( coupe dessus .)

Dessous .—( dess-oo ). In opposition to the above, and it is made by closing the foot

under and behind.

Example:—( coupe-dessous ). By reversing Exercise No. r, and bringing the L. foot down

53 and back, in 3rd or 5th pos. raising R. up in front, would be coupe dessous.

Demi —( d-mee ) half step. This movement refers to only half of a step, and a transfer of

the weight to the stepping foot.

Example:—Standing in 1st pos. the first movement of the feet from a closed into an open

position would be a half step, or demi step. The word is often used in connection with

Demi Coupe, Demi Glisse, Demi-Rond de Jamb etc.

Dessous .—( dess-oo ). Under. See Coupe Dessous.

Dessus .—( dessee ). Over. See Coupe Dessus.

Deux Tempo .—In dancing steps this refers to two movements.

Degager .—( dey-gaz-ay ), to transfer. When applied to dancing, refers to transferring of

the weight of the body from one foot to the other.

Example:—Stand with the weight on L., R. slightly raised, transfer weight to R.

Demi Rond de Jamb .—See page 63.

54

Degagement .—( de-gazh-ma ). Freeing.
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In Dancing the changing of the weight from one foot to the other.

Echappe .—( ay shop-pay ), Spread. The movement bearing this name would be made by

spreading the feet while the body is in the air.

Example:—Stand upon both feet, jump and spread the feet, falling with the weight equally

upon both feet in an open position.

Ecarte ( ey-car-tay ). To spread and assemble. In dancing would refer to a movement

made similar to “Echappe” only during the falling, the feet are again brought into a closed

position.

Eleve ,—( ay-lay-vay ). Elevated Steps.

Example:—In walking the foot is raised or elevated, the movement implies to raised steps.

Pas Marche Eleves, and Pas Minuet Eleves, will be found very similar in the movements.

In Pas Marche the legs are more stretched than in Pas Minuet, or walking steps.

55

Temp Levi .—The movement is made by raising the foot or arms to any height.

Entrechat .—( ong-tr-shoh ). Crossed movement of the legs.

Example:—Stand with the R. foot in 3rd position front. Jump into the air and before

alighting carry the R. foot to 3rd pos. back, and return the foot to 3rd pos. front, making

three beatings. The last movement may finish in 2nd po. ‘with R. foot. The feet may also

make four or five beatings before receiving the weight. By placing the hands on the back

of a chair, it will be found much easier to execute the movement at first. The foot may

preform two, three or more cross beatings, according to the ability of the dancer. The

movements have no time value except as ornaments to a step.
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Frotter .—( frot-tay .) Heavy Stamping.

Frapper .—( frap-pay .) Striking or tapping.

This movement is used in jig steps, and other fancy dance movements when the foot'

strikes or beats the floor. The beating may be made on the sole, ball or heel of the foot.

56

Fouette .—( foo-ettay .) Whip steps.

The fouette steps often follow a Jete movement.

Example: R. foot raised at side, 2nd quarter high pos., hop on left foot; bring R. to 3rd

quarter high pos. front or back, and return the R. to 2nd quarter high pos. or vica-versa

with the left.

Frotter .—( frot-tay ,) Rubbing. In dancing it refers to rubbing one heel against the other,

changing the feet from 3rd front to 3rd back.

Glissade .—( glee-sed ,) Gliding.

Glisse .—A Glided Step.

Glisser .—( glee-zay ,) To Glide.

I know of no step used in dancing that is more important than the gliding movements.

The feet glide upon the floor, they also glide through the air.

The term slide and glide must not be confused, as the movements are not the same. We

may glide through the air, but we cannot slide through the air. We may glide upward, but

we cannot slide upward.

57
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Pas Glisse and Glissades refers to the same glided step.

Example. The movement is made smooth by transferring the weight with each movement,

as in walking.

Pas Glisse is a very common movement in round dancing, and is executed in many ways.

The following gives a common movement: Glide R. (or L.) into 4th pos. forward, placing

weight upon the R. foot. Draw L. foot into 1st pos. transferring weight to L. foot. The

movement may also be made to the side or forward or back, or in any direction, finishing

the movement with an assembly.

Exercise No. 2. Glide R. foot into 2nd pos. resting the toe on the floor, and draw L. foot to

1st pos. transferring the weight to the L. and again extend R. foot to 2nd pos. again closing

the feet. The weight of the body is not transferred upon the foot which makes the glide until

it reaches its destination. The transfer is made so smoothly that it is not noticable; in this

the glisse differs from the chasse movements.

58

Demi Glisses .—The first movement in waltzing is the demi-glisse or half step, therefore a

half glided step would be from a closed position into an open position.

Example. The foot glides from 3rd into 4th, or from 1st into second, or vica-versa.

Hop .—( saute ,) A hop is made on one foot.

Example. Stand on L. foot with the R. slightly raised, make a springing movement from the

L. foot and alight on the same foot.

Jete .—( shay-tay ,) to Leap. The Jete refers to a movement in which the weight of the

body is thrown from one foot onto the other.
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Example. Stand with weight on L. foot, spring onto R. foot to 2nd pos. and raise L. up back

throwing body forward. A slight bending and stretching of the knees must be employed

in the movement. The movement can be made sideways or forward. If the movement is

made backward throw the body well back, keeping the foot raised in front or close in 3rd

pos. front.

We must keep in mind that a leaping movement must first be preceded by a bending or

59 flexion of the limbs supporting the body. In leaping the toes leave the ground lastly,

therefore, must be first to receive the weight.

Jete Turn .—( leaping turn .) This turn is used in many styles of fancy dancing, especially

dances of the Spanish varieties.

Example.—Leap onto the R. foot, at the same time raise the L. foot up back and turn one-

third to the right. Leap onto the L. foot into 4th pos. front, raising the R. at the same time

turn about one-half around. Leap onto the R, finishing the turn, and raise the L. up back.

The turn may be made to the right or left.

A Leap . ( See Jete .) To jump, to spring, to bound, to move with springs or bounds, to

jump or spring, from one side to the other, to pass over by leaping a space covered over or

cleared by leaping.

Marche .—( marsh-ay .) There is a vast difference between the movements in a walking

step and a marched step. In marching the left foot is the first to advance into an open

position. The raising of the foot is done on the unaccentuated note and bears the

downward movement on the first accentuated note of the measure.

60

The carriage of the body is of a more decided nature, the steps being regulated by military

tact, requires the movement more precise than in walking. The body is held more erect,
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the arms hang quietly at the side, while the point of the stepping foot is first to touch the

floor.

What is more beautiful than a graceful walking movement, combined with a free and easy

carriage of the body?

While walking the arms should swing naturally at the side, and the weight of the body

should be transserred onto the whole foot.

The stepping foot is raised higher from the floor than in marching.

Pirouette .—( peer-oo-ette ,) To pivot or turn on one foot. Pirouettes require considerable

study and exercise, in order to perform them gracefully. To make a pleasing pirouette, the

dancer must hold the body with firmness and uprightness and the body steadily fixed upon

its foundation.

Note : The pirouette which is so common with our educated dancers of today, was entirely

unknown to Noverre, but came into vogue through the efforts of Gardel.

61

Unless the entire turn of the body is made it would not be a pirouette. The turns are made

“forward and backward.”

Example. Forward turn on L. foot, stand with the weight on the L. foot, R. in 5th front pos.

Step R. foot to 2nd pos. arms extended to the R. Knees bended. Swing the arms to the

L. raising the R. foot front ¼ high, and pivot on the L. To make the R. turn reverse the

movement. To make the backward turn reverse the movement. The raised foot may be

held in any raised position.

No. 2. Preparatory for the turn, place the R. foot in 2nd pos., hands raised in 3rd pos. and

to the R., face turned to the L. Raise on the toe of the L. foot, swing the R. foot across in

front of the L. touching the toe on the floor one half the way around, finishing the turn on
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both feet with the L. in 5th front pos. As the turn is started, the arms should be thrust to the

L. which will give the force required to make a turn. To make a backward turn reverse the

movements, crossing the foot back and turning in the direction of the foot that is crossed

back. See exercise for turning Page
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Pas .—( pah ,) a step. The term Pas refers to a simple walking step. and when applied

to any other term, as Pas Glisse, would denote a gliding step; Pas Jete, a throw step,

throwing the weight of the body from one foot to the other etc.

To execute a full step, the foot must pass from an open position, through a closed position,

and again into an open position.

Half Step , is made from a closed position. The first step made from 1st pos. is only a half

step, also the last step, or the bringing of the feet together is only a half step.

Pas de Basque .—See page 48.

Pas Grave .—( gr-aho .) The movement is executed by bending both knees, then raising

high on both toes, lower onto one foot, while the opposite is carried into either 4th or 2nd

position.

Plie ( plee-ay ,) To bend. In dancing the plie's refer to a bended muscle, which is opposite

to a stretched muscle.

63

Example. From 1st pos. bend the knees, settling the body into a squatting posture.

Pas Sur Pointes .—( pah-seer-poo-angt .) Walking movements made on the points of the

toes, and as a rule the movements are made very short, and with straightened knees.
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Rond de Jamb .—( rong-duh-shamb ,) A circle. When applied to dance steps refers to a

circular movement made with the foot.

The word “Jamb” means leg.

Example. Standing with the free foot in 5th pos. front, circle the foot outward and around to

3rd or 5th pos. rear. The movement may be made inward or outward.

The first movement of the Pas de Basque is also a Rond de Jamb. The movement is often

made in the air, with a curved or stretched leg. The (Rond de Jamb) movement may be

made at the side, forward, backward, outward or inward.

64

The outward Rond de Jamb is made from a closed pos. moving the free foot forward

around through 2nd pos. on around forming a circle, finishing with the foot in closed pos.

The inward Rond de Jamb reverses the above movements, starting the circle with a

backward movement, and around through 2nd and 4th pos. forward, and into closed pos.

Ruer .—To kick. There is a difference between kicking and beating (battement.) To kick

the leg is thrown strongly into an open position and is accompanied by a slight hop on the

supporting leg, as in skirt dance movements; while in beatings, the free foot is brought

down with force and beats or knocks against the supporting leg.

Rond de Bras , refer to a circle of the arm.

Saute .—( sou-tay ,) Hop.

Example. Stand on L. foot, make a springing movement and alight upon the L. foot again.

A number of hoppings made in succession is called Souter.

S Elever .—( say-lay-vay ). Raising on the toes.
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Spring .—See Leap.

Sissonne .—( see-sahn ,) Sissor steps. The opening and crossing of the feet in this

movement resemble the movement of a pair of shears, therefore, derives its name.

Example. Weight resting on L. foot, R. raised to 2nd quarter high pos. Bring R. to 5th or

third crossed. If you repeat the movement, hop on L. as you raise the foot, or vica-versa.

Number 2. Jump, alight with R. foot in 3rd pos. front. Jump, alight with R. foot in 3rd pos.

back, repeat any number of times.

Saute .—( so-tay ,) Jump. To throw ones self in any direction by lifting the feet off of the

ground with a spring, and alighting on them again.

Tortille .—( tor-tee-uh-yay ,) “Turning.” A step used in many of our national dances, jig

steps, etc.

Example. Weight on L. heel, turn the foot well out and back. The turn may be made on the

ball or sole of the foot. Weight on L. heel and ball of R. turn the toes in, 66 change weight

to R. heel and L. ball, turn toes out. This movement is found in the “Sailors Hornpipe.”

Tempo .—Time.

In referring to music, the tempo gives us the grade of quickness a movement should be

executed in. Much depends upon the teacher in being able to give the proper tempo for a

movement, so as to have the music played in a tempo that the best rhythm between the

dance and the music may be obtained, to get the most pleasing movements.

Terre A Terre .—( tare-a-tare ,) Small steps. Where one movement glides smoothly into

another.
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Pas Tendu .—( pah tong dee ,) Stretched step. Pas Tendue steps are movements made

with a stretched leg.

Exercise. Stand with weight upon L. foot, R. raised in 4th pos. front. Bring R. down and

across in front of the L., at the same time raising L. up back (coupe dessus). Hop on R.

and throw L. forward to 4th pos. raised, keep-the leg well stretched.

67

Pas de Zephire .—( pah-duh say-fear ,) Light and pleasing movements made in the air.

The movements resemble the Pas Tendu, except the leg is well bended, and the

movements executed slowly.

Exercise. Stand with weight on L. foot, R. raised to ¼ high.

Make a cut step with R. foot, raising L. foot up back.

Beat with L. to 3rd back, and around to 3rd front, and stretch the leg to 4th front ¼ high

pos.

Note . For review, see Questions and Answers.
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PART THIRD.

Rules Which Govern the Laws of Opposition.

69

PART THIRD.

Rules Which Govern the Laws of Opposition.

“Grace is the beauty of form under the influence of freedom.”
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No. 1. The arm should never move from one position to another with quick jerks.

No. 2. The forearm should be the first part of the arms to raise, and the first, to move

downward.

No. 3. In raising or lowering the arms, the hand always follows the wrist, the wrist is curved

a little more than natural.

No. 4. The hands should never be allowed to droop so as to form angles at the wrist.

No. 5. The fingers should be grouped so as to blend with the curve of the arm, and held

wirhout stiffness.

No. 6. In raising the hands from 1st to 3rd, 4th or 5th pos., the hands must not be brought

together in front, but remain about the width of the shoulders apart.

70

No. 7. The arms should be rounded, resembling the circle of a hoop, when in raised or

curved positions.

No. 8. To be graceful the pupil must be natural, the movements must be made without

consideration, the same as in walking.

No. 9. When a movement requires that the elbows be bent, the wrist should also be

slightly curved.

“Knowledge is that, which next to virtue, Truly and essentially raises one man above

another.” Addison .

71

PART FOUR.
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Preparatory Exercises, Posings and Grace Movements.

72

PART FOUR.

Preparatory Exercises, Posings and Grace Movements.

“The desiring of more knowledge, and the practice of that which is good, Are the two most

important objects of learning.”

Question. What do you understand by Preparatory exercises?

Answer. A system of exercises that are used to strengthen and invigorate the weak

musles, give freedom and grace, and a power of sustaining the balance.

There are an unlimited number of such valuable exercises. The most important ones are

the bending and stretching of all joints in the body; the turning in and out of the knee and

hip, circular exercises of the head and upper body, high kicking and “rond de jambs.” The

teacher must use their good judgment in the selection of such exercises; as what will 73

build up the frame work of one man, will tear down that of another.

It is absolutely impossible for there to be any grace of movement until the pupil has

attained perfect balance of the body, which can only be accomplished by the practice

of exercises until a perfect balance can be maintained during the execution of any step

sentence. Below, I give a few important exercises, which we have used with good results.

PREPARATORY EXERCISES.

Exercise No. 1. Practice the five positions of the feet, arms and body, practicing each

seperately. After practicing each one thoroughly, assume 1st pos. of the entire body; then
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2nd pos. of the feet, hands, body and head. Third pos. of the feet, hands, body and head,

etc.

Music. Strike chord for each change, count 1-2-3. Slow waltz, striking the chord on ONE

each time.

74

Exercise No. 2. To strengthen the ankle. Music 3-4 tempo. Assume each of the five

positions and raise as high as you can on the toes, 1 bar.

Rest, 1 bar.

Sink down ward by bending both knees into a sitting position, heels still well raised, 1 bar.

Rest, 1 bar.

Exercise No. 3. Raise high on both toes, 1 bar.

While high on toes walk three steps forward, 1 bar.

Sink downward and raise, 1 bar.

Walk backward on the toes, 1 bar.

Exercise No. 4. Raise high on the ball of R. or L. foot, alternately, while the opposite foot is

raised in the rear.

Exercise No. 5. Raise high on the R. toe, at the same time raise L. leg up back and

Pupil of H. N. Grant .
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stretched; throw the body well forward and rest for eight counts.
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Repeat with opposite foot.

EXERCISES FOR THE KNEE Waltz Tempo.

Exercise No. 6. Step R. foot to 4th pos. bend low, keeping the body erect, come into erect

position, and close the rear foot up to first position.

Repeat with opposite foot.

Repeat, changing the standing foot to 2nd pos.

Exercise No. 7. Standing firmly on L. foot, raise the R. heel up to the left knee, toe pointed

to instep. Make small circles or “O's” with the R. foot raised up on a level with the left knee.

Repeat the movement eight times, starting forward and out. Reverse and repeat; starting

the movement backward and out. Step down on the R, and repeat the movement with the

L. foot 16 times.

Exercise No. 8. Point R. toe in 3rd pos. heel touching side of leg. Raise R. heel to 76 the

knee, keeping the toe pointed, and touching the leg as the foot is being raised.

Repeat the movement eight times.

As the foot is being raised or lowered keep the sole of the foot against the L. leg. Reverse

the weight and repeat with the L. foot eight times.

Exercise No. 9. Weight on L. point R. in 2nd pos. Raise R. heel to knee, toe pointed to

instep. Repeat for eight times with the R. foot. Change and repeat with L. foot.

Note. The above knee exercise should be practiced slowly at first, as the joints become

more flexible increase, the speed until the movement is made quickly, and with spirit.
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The knee in action must be turned well outward.

HIP EXERCISES, 3-4 Tempo.

Exercise No. 10. Step on R. to 2nd pos. Swing the L. across and back in front of the R.

Repeat by transferring the weight onto the L. swinging the R. across. The movement 77

resembles the swinging of the pendulum of a clock.

Exercise No. 11. 4-4 Tempo. Hop on L., swing R. up in front. Hop and swing R. up back.

Repeat eight times. Repeat with L. eight times.

Exercise No. 12. Hop on L., bring R. to 5th pos. back, c-1. Hop on L., kick R. out at the

side, c-2. Repeat, c 3 & 4. Repeat for eight times. Reverse the movement, eight times.

Exercise No. 13. Hop on L., at the same time face to the L., and raise the R. out on a level

with the hip.

Hop on L., turn half around, facing right, at the same time make a roll of R. foot, turning the

foot half over, forming a small “o” with the toe. Repeat with the L., keeping the foot raised

out on a level with the hip while making the roll.

WAIST EXERCISES 3-4 Tempo.

Exercise No. 14. Practice deep circular exercises of the body, starting from erect position,

78 lean well to R. side, (2nd R. Po.) Carry the body around back and through 3rd pos. and

on around to the L., and through the 2nd pos. L. and around through 3rd pos. front. Repeat

the circle four times to the right, then reverse and repeat back to the left.

Exercise No. 15. Kneel and repeat the deep circular movement just described.

Exercise No. 16. Bend well to side 2nd pos. R. & L. Repeat, 3rd pos. forward and back.
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Exercise No. 17. Lean to R. side, at same time raise L. leg out at side, and touch R. hand

on the floor at side. Come into erect pos. and repeat to left, touching L. hand and raising

R. leg at side.

Repeat to R. roll the body half over, touch L. hand where the R. was, raising R. hand out.

Roll back, touching R. hand and raise L. hand. Come into erect position. Repeat for eight

times.

Exercise No. 18. Kneel on R. knee; lean back and place L. hand on R. heel; raise R. hand

to 4th pos. leaning well back.

79

Rise, step forward on R. L. R. at same time turn half around and kneel on L. knee, repeat,

placing R. hand on L. heel. Repeat eight times each way.

NECK EXERCISES.

Exercise No. 19. Throw the head quickly to R. side. Repeat to L. side. Repeat four times to

R. and L.

Exercise No. 20. Make large circular rolls with the head, similiar to the body; starting by

leaning the head to 2nd R. position.

Exercise No. 21. Stand in erect position, turn the head slowly to the right. Reverse, turning

the head slowly to the left as far as possible. Repeat to R. and L. for sixteen times.

ARM EXERCISES, 3-4 Tempo.

Exercise No. 22. Raise the arms from 1st pos. to 4th pos. 1 bar.

Lower to 1st position, 1 bar.
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Exercise No. 23. Raise both arms out on a level with the shoulders. (3rd position

extended.) Make a large figure “8” “reversed” 80 with R. eight times, then with L. eight

times.

Exercise No. 24. Make same exercise with both arms in the same direction in front of the

body.

Exercise No. 25. Make figure “8” at each side of the body with arms, both moving at same

time, only out at sides, and in opposite direction.

Exercise No. 26. Arms raised in third extended position. Make large “o's” out at side,

making the movement both forward and backward.

CHEST AND SHOULDER EXERCISES.

Exercise No. 27. Stand the length of the arms away from the wall, with the palms of both

hands against the wall, about 18 inches apart. Lean forward touching the chest against the

wall, body held stiff; force the body back into erect position.

Exercise No. 28. Arms in 1st pos. Raise the shoulders high, throw the shoulders well

forward, down and around back, and up into erect pos., making a large circle of the 81

shoulders. Repeat the circle single and double, eight times for each.

Exercise No. 29. Lay face downward on the floor, hands resting on the floor, palms down,

and out at the side of the head. Force the body up the length of the arms, then lower the

body. Repeat, raising and lowering the body, keeping the body stiff.

DEEP BREATHING.

Exercise No. 30. Assume first position of the body. Take in as deep a breath as possible,

exhale the air slowly. Repeat for ten times. Deep forced breathing alone has straightened
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many round shoulded persons. The forced breathing should be made deep enough so the

entire diaphragm is raised.

For those wishing to go deeper into physical culture or preparatory exercises, I would

recommend a course of exercises under a physical trainer.

There is no longer any doubt as to the wonderful benefit that can be realized from

exercises, especially to the unfortunate, as 82 there is hardly a disease or deformity but

what can be cured with the use of exercises.

How many do we meet in every day life who are round shouldered, knock-kneed, bow

legged, one shoulder lower than the other, pigeon-toed, etc? All these defects can easily

be cured by careful training, and should be attended to during youth.

BALANCING EXERCISES.

We often find pupils who have much difficulty in locating the center of gravity while

executing movements. In the foregoing exercises only such movements as would assist in

gaining perfect command over all muscles have been explained.

In walking, the balance is alternately changed from one foot to the other, while in dancing

the weight is often held on one foot for a succession of movements, and bars of music.

Before attempting to practice movements of this class, the pupil should first practice

exercises that will assist in sustaining a perfect equilibrim of the body. The practice of the

following exercises, will enable the 83 pupil to adjust the center of gravity unconsciously.

Exercise No. 31. Assume 1st pos. of the feet, body, arms and head. Transfer the weight

slowly onto the L. foot. When your weight is firmly fixed upon your L. foot, slowly raise the

R. up to the knee and return the foot to 1st pos. Repeat for ten times. Repeat with L. foot.

Repeat the exercise from 3rd and 5th pos. forward and back.
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Repeat the exercise from 2nd and 4th positions.

Practice exercise No. 31 carefully, increasing the speed until the pupil can transfer without

loosing the balance.

Exercise No. 32. Standing on the L. foot with the R. raised slightly. Hop eight times on the

L. with R. raised. Step down and hop eight times on R. Repeat.

Repeat, hopping four times on each foot.

Exercise No. 33. Hop on L. swing R. forward into 4th pos. raised, toe pointed to floor.
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Hop on L., swing R. foot to 4th pos. back and raised. Repeat for eight times with R.

Change weight onto R. and swing L. forward and back.

Exercise No. 34. Weight on L. foot, R. raised in 5th point pos. front.

Hop eight times on L. foot.

Hop eight times on L. with R. toe pointed in 3rd pos.

Hop eight times on L. with R. in 5th point pos.

Change, and repeat by hopping on R. with the L. in 5th point front, 3rd and 5th back.

Exercise No. 35. Lean the body well forward. Raise the R. leg out back on a level with the

hip (½ high) R. arm in 4th pos. Left arm in 3rd position.

In this pos. hop eight times on the L. foot, moving backward. Change the pos. and hop

eight times on the R. foot. Repeat.

Note: For exercises to improve the balance while turning see exercises under “Pirouettes.”
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PREPARATORY EXERCISES FOR POSING.

Below we give a few of the exercises used and recommended by the Author. For a more

complete list see exercises given for developing steps, explained under fancy dance steps.

Having already explained the position of the feet, body and arms, and given exercises for

each, I will now combine these exercises and form posings, groupings etc.

In executing the following positions, group the fingers so the ends of the thumbs and

“longest” or middle fingers touch, remaining fingers slightly seperated and back. (See

positions of hand.)

EXERCISES FOR THE ARMS.

Exercise No. 36. On five chords of music raise the hands from 1st pos. through 2d, 3rd,

4th and into 5th pos. (See diagram of positions, page 28.) Repeat six times, starting from

1st pos. each time.

86

SECOND SERIES, BODY.

Exercise No. 37. 3-4 Tempo.

Hands resting on the hips.

Practice the positions of the body as given on page 25, finishing with a circular pose made

both to the right and left.

FIRST POSITION, Exercise and Pose.

Exercise No. 38. 3-4 Tempo.
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Assume 1st pos. of body and feet, hands resting on the sides.

Bend low, by spreading the knees, keeping the body erect, c-1-2-3.

Raise hands to 3rd pos, extended, c-4-5-6.

Raise high on both toes, c-7-8-9.

Hold pose and raise hands to 4th pos. c-10-11-12.

Repeat, by placing the hands on the hips, on the downward movement.

Repeat eight times, in all, 32 measures.
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SECOND POSITION, Exercise and Pose.

Exercise No. 39.

Extend R. foot to 2nd point pos. c-1-2-3.

Lean the body into 2nd R. pos. c-4-5-6. Raise R. hand to 3rd pos. c 7-8-9. L. hand to 4th

pos., head in 2nd pos. R., looking over R. shoulder. C-10-11-12. Hold the pose 4 bars.

Reverse the position by transferring the weight onto the R., raising L. into 2nd point pos.;

change body to 2nd L. pos., L. hand in 3rd, R. in 4th, 4 bars.

Hold pose 4 bars.

Strike double chord to come into 1st pos. and repeat for eight times in all.

SECOND POSITION, Exercise.
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Exercise No. 40. 3-4 Tempo.

Make slight jump, seperating the feet to double 2nd pos,. hands on hips, c-1-2-3.

Raise high on both toes, extending the hands to 2nd extended pos. c-4-5-6.

Make a dipping by bending both knees, 88 then straighten the knees, and raise L. leg out

back, c-7-8-9.

Again make a lowering movement and raise high on the toe, at same time swing L. leg up

in front, making a circular movement with the hands, down and up to 2nd pos., c-10-11-12.

Repeat with opposite foot, in all eight times.

THIRD POSITION, Exercise.

Exercise No. 41. 3-4 Tempo.

Chord. Assume 3rd pos. of the feet; hands and body in 1st pos.

Sink downward by bending the knees, c-1-2-3.

Straighten the R. knee, and raise high on the toe, at same time raise L. leg into half high

pos., c.4-5-6.

Raise hands to 3rd pos. c-7-8-9.

Extend the hands at side to 3rd pos. extended, c-10-11-12.

Repeat for eight times, using alternately R. and L. foot, striking chord after the 4th bar

each time.

89
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THIRD POSITION POSE.

Exercise No. 42. 3-4 Tempo.

Point R. foot in 3rd pos. c-1-2-3.

Bend the body to 2nd pos. R. at same time raise the L, hand into 4th pos., R. hand in 3rd.

Look over R. shoulder at L. heel, c-4-5-6.

Hold pose, c-7-8-9, 10-11-12. Repeat, using chord of music to assume erect pos.

Repeat eight times in all.

FOURTH POSITION EXERCISE.

Exercise No. 43. 3-4 Tempo.

Point R. foot to 4th pos. forward, at same time raise the hands into 4th pos. c-1-2-3.

Raise and curve the L. leg up back, c-4-5-6.

Raise high on R. toe. (See Fig.) c-7-8-9.

Assume 1st pos. c-10-11-12.

Repeat, raising L. foot up back, in all 8 times.
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FOURTH POSITION POSE

Exercise No. 44.

Point R. toe to 4th pos. front, c-1-2-3.
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Raise both hands to 4th pos. and bend the body backward into 3rd pos. c-4-5-6.

Lower R. arm into 3rd pos. look over R. shoulder at L. heel, c-7-8-9.

Pose, c-10-11-12.

On chord of music come into 1st pos.

Repeat with L. foot forward, eight times in all.

FIFTH POSITION POSE.

Exercise No. 45.

Point R. foot to 3rd pos. front, c-1-2-3.

Bend the body to 2nd pos. R., raise L. hand to 4th pos. R. hand to 3rd, looking over R.

shoulder at L. heel, c-4-5-6.

“Demi rond de jamb,” or circle, R. to 5th pos. back, transferring weight onto R., raising L.

heel, c-7-8-9.
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Reverse the position of the hands, raising R. to 4th pos. and L. to 3rd pos. at same time

lean the body to 2nd pos. c-10-11-12.

On chord come into 1st pos.

Repeat with opposite foot, eight times in all.

CIRCULAR POSE.

Exercise No. 46. 3-4 Tempo.
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Point R. foot to 4th pos. forward, raising L. hand to 3rd pos. extended, R. to 4th pos., lean

body to 2nd pos. L. c-1-2-3.

Make a circle of the body by leaning to the L., around through 3rd pos. back, and on

around through 3rd pos. front, making four complete circles to the right. Reverse and make

four complete circles to the left, using 12 counts for each circle.

Kneel and repeat the circles of the body.
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PIROUETTE EXERCISE.

Exercise No. 47. 3-4 Tempo.

Assume pose as per diagram.

Weight on L. foot, R. in 2nd pos. c-1-2-3.

Bring R. foot to 3rd ¼ high pos., front. At same time thrust the hands to the opposite side

and pivot on the L. foot, finishing with the reversed position, c-4-5-6 for the pivot. Pose.

Hands carried to the L., c-7-8-9-10-11-12.

Repeat, reversing the pos., and turn the opposite way. (See Pirouette page 60.)

Exercise No. 48.

Glide R. foot to 4th po. forward, c-1-2-3.

Assume position as per cut No.I, c-4-5-6.

Pupil of H. N. Grant .

93
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COMPOUND EXERCISES FOR POSING

No. 1. No. 2.

Hop six times, turning once around, c.7-8-9-10-11-12.

Repeat by sliding the raised foot forward, and reversing the turn. Repeat alternately with

R. and L., for eight times.

Exercise No. 49.

Glide R. foot to 4th pos. forward, c-1-2-3.

Assume pose as per cuts (No. 2.) c-4-5-6.

Hold pose 7-8-9-10-11-12.
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BEAUTIES OF GESTICULATION.

Despite the pleasing dignity of reposeful hands, there is untold pleasure in watching a

person who emphasizes their words with accompanied gestulations, both eyes and hands

being brought into use, to more deeply impress a thought. Did you ever watch the fingers

of one who is relating an interesting story?

The French, Japanese, and the Italians are noted for pretty gesticulations, their fingers

being able to paint pictures that supplement their words.

Much of the charms of a Solo dansuer is lost, unless she be gifted in combining hand

movements of the body and feet. There must be a certain quality of spontaneity and

unconsciousness about gestures, in order to render them effective and pleasing. A taught

gesture must be so mastered as to conceal its artificiality.
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How often do we see pictures of fancy poses in our magazines that sends a chill over

our entire system as we gage upon the ungraceful 95 curves and angles of the limbs and

body, many being unfit to be classed even with grotesque poses.

A teacher should have their pupil go through a number of poses and attitudes, criticising

the angles and relative positions, seeing that the opposition of the legs and arms are good,

the position of the body in harmony with the limbs. Lastly, place the pupil before a mirror

and ask for a variety of poses, blending from one movement into another, keeping in mind

that a graceful movement is only made by adhearing closely to opposition of curves, and

harmony in movements.
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PART FIVE.

Bows and Courtseys.

Pupil of H. N. Grant .
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PART FIVE.

“The Bow and Courtsey.”

“A man's own good breeding is the best security, against other people's ill manners.”

Chesterfield.

The Bow , (for gentlemen.) Assume 1st pos. of feet, hands and body, step R. foot to 2nd

pos. and draw L. foot into closed pos. Bend the body forward, at the same time the hands

swing loosely forward; assume erect position.
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The Courtsey , (for ladies.) From 1st pos. the foot (R. or L.) moves in a half circular form

to 4th pos. back, “Demi Rond de Jamb;” transferring the weight onto the rear foot, at the

same time raise the opposite heel slightly, curving the knee. Sink down by bending the

knee under the body, at the same time bend the body slightly forward. Assume erect

position and close the rear foot into 1st pos.
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Exercise. Practice the bow and courtsey to slow gavotte music.

Practice turning to face R. or L. on the first count.

A change of the feet should always be made when two or more bows or courtsies follow in

succession.

For an ordinary bow the body is bent about ten inches forward. In making the courtsey the

body is held erect.

In making the courtsey the knee should be slightly curved so the limb will not resemble a

stick driven into the body.

Minuet Bow . Step L. (or R.) foot to 2nd pos. close R. to 3rd Ball pos. and bend the body

well forward, at same time bring the R. hand around to the heart. Assume erect pos. The

movement should be executed very slowly and dignified.

Minuet Courtsey . Step L. to 2nd pos. Bend the body diagonally forward, at the same time

bend the L. Knee, and raise the R. foot, making a “demi rond de jamb” to 4th pos. back.

Settle back onto the R. foot, 99 making a downward movement of the body and come into

erect pos; close the rear foot up.

The weight of the body must not be transferred to R. foot until the body has been well

inclined forward.
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Note: In practicing the courtsey see the balance is well sustained on the supporting limb,

and your risings, slowly and stately, as the effect is everything but pleasing if the risings

are made rapidly.

THE COURT BOW AND COURTSEY

As used in Canada at Court Functions, Court Dances, Royal Drawing Rooms, Etc.

Described by FRANK H. NORMAN, of Stanley Hall, Montreal, Canada.

Instructor to the Vice-Regal Court of Canada.

THE COURT BOW.

Slide L. foot to side (about 12 inches) count one.
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Draw R. foot to 3rd position, count two.

Bend forward from hips (look forward) arms loose, c-3-4.

Rise again, c-5-6.

R. foot to side (original place) c-7.

L. foot brought to 1st pos., c-8.

Notes. When used for Minuet or the Court Dance, the R. hand should be placed over the

heart during c-3-4-5-6.

A lace handkerchief is often held in the hand during a Court Bow, in a Court Dance.

THE COURT COURTSEY.
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Sometimes spelled “Curtsy,” “Curtsey,” “Curtsee,” Def., A gesture of civility performed by

women.

Entirely a woman's word.

Slide R. foot to side (about 12 inches,) pointing L. toe in place at same time, c-1.

Swing L. foot around and behind R. foot, c-2

(L. toe pointed and touching floor.)
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Bend both knees, sink down as low as possible, but do not let knees touch the floor. Head

inclined forward, eyes looking toward floor, c-3-4.

Rise again, c-5-6.

As you rise point R. toe at front.

(R. foot flat on sixth count.)

L. foot to side, original place, c-7.

R. foot heels together, c-8.

Notes. When used for Minuet or other Court Dances, fingers should extend outer skirt to

sides during c-3-5-6.

A fan is frequently used during a courtsey. Make a graceful sweep out and around with it

during c-1-2; then bring it over the bosom during c-3-4-5-6, and gracefully drop it to side

during c-7-8.

102
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PART SIX.

Ballet Dancing. Poses, Attitudes and Arabesques. Correct and Incorrect Positions.

Pupil of James W. Bangert .
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PART SIX.

“BALLET, POSES, ATTITUDES, ARABESQUES, AND POSITIONS.”

“If you would make real progress in the knowledge of dancing, you must dedicate your age

to practice.”

The exercises used in the development of a Ballet dancer differs somewhat from those

explained. The Education of a Ballet “Danseur” is a series of suffering which in reality

never stop. From early life the muscles are subjected to the most trying exercises. Even

after the pupil finds her name styled on the programes:“A premier danseur” she must

continue the violent exercises and massage of the muscles every day, in order to keep

perfect command over the muscles.

We doubt if we were ever intended to walk on the extreme tips of our toes any more

than a horse was born to walk on his hind legs; we fail to see anything beautiful in this

accomplishment, after it has been mastered, yet we must 104 admit of our appreciation of

this difficult form of dancing only from a classical standpoint.

Neither do we precieve any elegance in such movements as is known as “splits” and

extreme high kicking, which we often see at the theatre.

In presenting the following study positions, it has been necessary to exaggerate in many of

the poses in order to emphasize the true attitude as it should be executed.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

No. 1. No. 2.

105

No. 3. No. 4.

Figure 1 shows the feet in 2nd pos. arms in 1st pos.

Figure 2 shows the feet in 3rd position with arms extended, or opposition of arms. R. in

2nd, L. in 4th extended.

Figure 3 shows side view; L. foot in 4th pos. rear, arms in 2nd pos.

Figure 4, shows the feet in 5th pos. point; 106 arms in 4th pos. The point position may be

made in 1st, 3rd or 5th positions.

No. 5.

Figure 5, Bending in 1st pos., arms in 3rd extended. The bendings should be practiced in

the five positions.

Figure 6. Dancer in double 2nd point position. Arms in 2nd pos. extended.

No. 6.
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No. 7.

Figure 7, showing feet in first position; Arms 3rd extended.
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Figure No. 8, shows the L. leg raised into ½ high rear position. The position may be made

with a curved leg also, keeping the foot raised on a level with the hips. Also used in turning

in a Pirrouette. Arms in 3rd pos.

No. 8.
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No. 9.

Figure No. 9, shows the left leg raised in ½ high rear position. R. arm in 2d extended, Left

in 4th extended.

Figure No. 10, is the reverse of No. 8. L. leg raised in ½ high pos., arms still in 3rd pos.

No. 10.
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No. 11.

Figure No. 11, The right foot is in point position. L. foot raised into ¼ high front pos. Arms

in opposition, and extended, R. in 4th pos., L. in 2nd extended.
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No. 12. No. 13.

Figures 12, 13 and 14 show poses at termination of steps, finishing the movement

with feet in 4th pos. front and rear, No. 13, hands in 4th pos. No. 12 and 14 hands in

opposition.
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No. 14.

Poses No. 13, 14 and 15 may be used to finish a Pirouette.
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Figure No. 15, shows Grand Battement. Hands in 3rd extended.

No. 15.
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Figure No. 16, L. foot in 4th rear pos. raised. R. hand 2nd extended. L. arm in 4th pos.

No. 16.

No. 17.

Figure No. 17. L. arm 4th pos., R. arm in 3rd pos., L. foot raised in 4th pos., rear.
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No. 18.

Figure 18 shows a good pose for the finish of a pirrouette. Body in 3rd pos. front. L. arm in

4th pos. R. arm in 2nd extended. L. leg in ½ high position.
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No. 19. No. 20.

Figures 19 and 20, show two good poses to assume after a pirrouette.
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No. 21. No. 22. No. 23.

Figures 21 and 22, show different styles of assuming attitudes and poses.

No. 21 shows R. hand in 2nd closed pos.

No. 23, mercury balance.

For imperfect angles of the arms see cuts on page 29.
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PART SEVEN.

Analysis and Combination of French Terms as used in Forming Steps and Dances.

Pupil of H. N. Grant .
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PART SEVEN.

Analysis and Combination of Technical Terms Forming Fancy Dances.

Realizing as we do how many of our teachers find trouble in the combining of French

terms, the following combinations will be of great assistance to those studying technical

work.

We will take up common dance movements that the pupil may become familiar with the

names employed.

Combination no 1.—Polka.

“Saute-Glisse,” Chasse, Chasse, Coupe and Jete Jete, Saute.

Count 1. From 1st pos. make slight hop on R. foot at same time slide L. to side. “Saute &

Glisse.”

Count &, Draw R. to 1st pos. transferring weight to R. slightly raising L. “Chasse.”

Count 2, leap from R. to L. “Jete.”

Combination no . 2.—The Two Step.

“Glisse”—Chasse.
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Explanation:—c-1; Slide L. to 2nd pos. “Glisse.” c-2. Draw R. to L. and immediately slide L.

to 2nd, “Chasse.”

Combination no . 3.—Demi Glisse, and Coupe Dessous, Jete en avant, and Pas Saute

with Jambe Tendue.

Explanation.—Glide R. foot to 4th pos. front, (Demi Glissee), c-1. Close L. foot to 3rd pos.

hehind, transferring weight to L. (coupe dessous.) c-2. Advance R. foot to 4th pos. and

transfer the balance to R. (Jete en avant.) c-3. Hop on R. at same time pass L. to 4th pos.

front. (Pas Saute and Pas Tendue.) c-4.

Combination no . 4.—Coupe Dessous, coupe dessus, and assemble.

Explanation: Weight on R. foot, L. slightly raised at side. Bring L. down to 3rd pos. back,

transferring weight to L. raising R. c-1. Bring R. down to 3rd position front, raising L. at

side, (coupe dessus.) c-2.

Bring L. to 1st, 3rd or 5th position. (Assemble.) c-3.
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Combination no . 5.—Coupe tortille, Coupe pas de basque, Frappe-romasse, Frappe-

pirouette. The last combination requires 4 measures of music of ¾ tempo, and often found

in Spanish dancing. Also another movement often used in this variety of dancing is I pas

ballonne, 2 pas eleves and I demi-pas de basque to the left, I frappe du talon gouche, and

Ifrappe with the R. foot in 2nd pos.

It is an undisputiable fact that it is much easier to explain a dance with the use of the

French terms, or “Technical Terms,” yet only a limited number of our teachers have any

knowledge of technicality, therefore, it is necessary in describing dances to make the

description as free as possible from technical terms.
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The majority of our old works were written for masters of dancing, not our modern dance

hall instructors,” therefore, to many of our teachers a Pas de Basque, or Rond de Jamb,

etc., is very indistinct.

We have selected two simple dances, giving the description in technical terms, showing

120 how little space is required as compared with our modern descriptions. I also give in

“Technical Terms” a very pretty Skipping Rope Dance, leaving the description for the pupil

to analyze.

La Zephire

Music, 2-4 Tempo.

Entry:—Polka around in a circle finishing at the back of the stage, 16 bars.

Hands: R. hand on side, L. raised in 4th pos. when R. foot is forward. Reverse as you step

forward onto the L.

Step One.

Rond de Jamb and Chasse forward, (see page 63) 16 bars, using alternately R. and L.

foot. Hands raised in 4th position.

Step Two.

Two Jetes and Three Changes Back, (see page 59) 16 bars. Hands: As you leap onto R.

foot raise R. hand to 4th pos. L. on side. Reverse as you change the feet.
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Step Three.

Pas de Basque with R. and L. forward, (See page 48) 16 bars. Hands holding skirt.
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Step Four.

Shuffle Buckle back for 16 bars. Arms folded.

Step Five.

Mazurka with R. and Jete onto R. Repeat to left. Repeat for 16 bars.

Step Six.

Glissade back, (see page 56,) with R. and L. for 16 bars. Throwing kisses with the hands.

Step Seven.

Jete, Coupe forward, (see page 58), for 16 bars.

Step Eight.

Pas de Bouree forward, (see page 45), for 16 bars. Hands: As you leap onto the R. foot

extend the hands into third pos., and on into 4th position.
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Step Nine.

Pirrouette five or six times around and courtsey out.

Skipping Rope Dance

Music; Hush a Bye Baby Don't You Cry.

Entre: Run to center of stage and courtsey, holding a rope in right hand.

Step One.
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Jete Coupe, forward, 8 bars.

Step Two.

Two Jetes and three Changes, back, 8 bars.

Step Three.

Pas de Basque, forward, 8 bars.

Step Four.

Chassez, back, 8 bars.

Step Five.

Heel and toe, forward, 8 bars.

Step Six.

Shuffle Buckle, back, 8 bars.
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Step Seven.

Jete back and forward, 8 bars.

Step Eight.

Coupe forward and back, moving zigzag to R. & L. to front of stage.

Step Nine.

Pas de Basque, turning out.
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Note:—The above movements must be made very freely, allowing the rope to pass under

the foot on each movement.

For description of steps see “Technical Terms.”
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PART EIGHT.

Handy References and General Review.

Pupil of Peter D. Findlay .
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PART EIGHT.

Handy References and General Review.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

“Study rather to fill you mind than your coffers; Knowing that gold and silver were mingled

with dirt, Until avarice and ambition parted them.”

Question No. 1. What is dancing?

A.—A leaping or stepping, expressing pleasure, by motion of the body, in which the action

of the person is regulated by a succession of movements to the sound of instruments.

No. 2. In what way does the body receive benefit from the dance?

A.—It gives strength to every muscle of the body, expands the chest, and invigorates the

entire system.

No. 3. Of what is the dance composed?
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A.—Steps and movements.
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No. 4. What is grace.

A.—Artistic movements of the body, in which one movement flows into another without

a break, combined with noble thoughts of mind, and a carriage of the body which will

enchant everyone with its loveliness.

No. 5. In which country is dancing most highly respected as an art?

A.—France.

No. 6. What do you understand by position?

A.—The placing of the body in such attitudes that give to the figure in general a pleasing

and graceful carriage.

No. 7. What is movement?

A.—The change of position.

No. 8. How many positions of the feet.

A.—Five.

No. 9. Why do we classify so few positions?

A.—When in these positions the muscles are natural and at ease.
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No. 10. What is the correct length of a step?
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A.—The distance between the feet should be the length of the foot.

No. 11. Is it necessary for one to walk gracefully in order to learn dancing?

A.—No; but one that walks with natural grace and ease learns more rapidly. A person

ungraceful in their walking will become graceful by the practice of dancing in all its forms.

No. 12. How do we divide steps?

A.—By closed and open positions.

No. 13. Which are the closed positions?

A.—1st, 3rd and 5th.

No. 14. Which are the open positions?

A.—2nd and 4th.

No. 15. What is the position of the feet called, half way between 2nd and 4th.

A.—Intermediate or diagonal.
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No. 16. How many positions of the arms are there, and show them.

A.—Five.

No. 17. (1) If both arms are extended at the sides, on a level with the shoulders, what

position would they be in? (2) If curved in front?

A.—(1) Third extended. (2) Natural.
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No. 18. In what relation are the movements of the arms to the feet?

A.—They are independent from each other.

No. 19. What is the foundation for the movements of the arms?

A.—Raising and lowering movements.

No. 20. What do you understand by tempo?

A.—Tempo in music represents the time in which the piece should be executed.

No. 21. Does a gentleman ever make a courtsey.

A.—No.
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No. 22. Does a lady ever make a bow?

A.—No.

No. 23. What part of the leg do we use mostly in dancing?

A.—Knee, and bending of the foot and toes.

No. 24. What movements belong to the knee?

A.—The bending and stretching.

No. 25. What do you understand by a stretched leg?

A.—At any time when the leg is held straight, the muscles become stretched. A bended

leg is opposite to a stretched leg.
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No. 26. What do you understand by assembly?

A.—The closing of the feet into 1st, 3rd or 5th pos.

No. 27. Alternative?

A.—First with one foot, then with the other.
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No. 28. Abaisser? ( ah-bah-ee-zay.)

A.—Lowering movements.

No. 29. Bondir?

A.—Springing. See page 39.

No. 30. Balance?

A.—Raising alternately from one foot to the other. Page 44.

No. 31. Baisser? ( bah-ee-say)

A.—Put down.

No. 32. Bourree? ( boo ray)

A.—Stuffing Steps. Page 45.

No. 33. Bras? ( brah)

A.—Arms.

No. 34. Basque? ( bahsk) See page 46.
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No. 35. Battre? ( battr)

A.—Striking or knocking steps. Page 43.

No. 39. Battre dessus? ( battr dess-ee)

A.—Bringing foot over. Page 52.

No. 37. Battre dessous? ( battr dessus)

A.—Bring foot under. Page 52.
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No. 38. Battements? ( baht-mong)

A.—Beatings or raising and lowering movements. Page 39.

No. 39. Ballone? ( bal-lon-nay)

A.—Arched movement. Page 43.

No. 40. Ballotte? ( bal-lot-tay)

A.—Page 44.

No. 41. Chassez? ( shas-say)

A.—Chasing Steps. Page 49.

No. 42. Coupe? ( coo-pay)

A.—Cut step. Page 50.

No. 43. Coupe dessous?
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A.—Under cut step. Page 51.

No. 44. Coupe lateral?

A.—Side cut step. Page 51.

No. 45. Change?

A.—The transfer of the weight from one foot to the other.

No. 46. Coupe dessus?

A.—Over cut step. Page 51.
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No. 47. Coupe pousse?

A.—Pushed cut step, simular to the third movement in the Mazurka. Page 51.

No. 48. Demi?

A.—Half. Page 53.

No. 49. Dessus? ( dess-ee)

A.—Over. Page 53.

No. 50. Dessous? ( dess-oo)

A.—Under. Page 53.

No. 51. Degager? ( day-gaz-hay)

A.—Transfer. Page 53.
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No. 52. Demi rond de jamb?

A.—A half circle with the leg. Page 53.

No. 53. Deux Temps?

A.—Two times or movements. Page 53.

No. 54. Droit? A.—Right.

No. 55. Ecarte? ( ay-car-tay)

A.—Spread and assemble while feet are in the air. Page 54.
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No. 56. Echappe? ( ayshop-pay)

A.—Spreading or seperating. Page 54.

No. 57. Eleve? ( ay-lay-vay)

A.—Raised. Page 54.

No. 58. Frappe? ( frappay)

A.—Striking or tapping. Page 53.

No. 59. Frotter? ( frot-tay)

A.—Heavy Stamping. Page 55.

No. 60. Glissade? ( glee-sad)

A.—Gliding. Page 56.
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No. 61. Glisse? ( glee-se)

A.—Glide. Page 56.

No. 62. Gouche?

A.—Left.

No. 63. Jete? ( zhay-tay)

A. Leap. Page 58.

No. 64. Lever? ( lay-vay) A.—Raise.

No. 65. Leap, see Jete 58.

No. 66. Marche? Page 59.

No. 67. Pas? (pah) A.—A step. Page 52.
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No. 68. Plie? ( plee-ay)

A.—To bend. Page 62.

No. 69. Pirouette? ( peer-oo-ete)

A.—A pivot made on one foot. Page 60.

No. 70. Pas-sur pointes? ( pah-sees-poo-angt)

A.—Steps on the toes. Page 63.

No. 71. Rond-de Jamb? ( rong-duh-zhamb)
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A.—A circular movement of the leg. P. 63

No. 72. Selever? ( say-lay-vay)

A.—Raising on toes. Page 64.

No. 73. Sauter? ( sou-tay)

A.—Several Hoppings. Page 64.

No. 74. Shuffle Buckle. See Sailor Hornpipe.

No. 75. Sissonne? ( see-sahn)

A.—Sissor step. Page 65.

No. 76. Soute? ( so-tay)

A.—Jump. Page 65.

No. 77. Tempo? tang. A.—Time. Page 62.

No. 78. Terre a terre? ( tare-a-tare)

A.—Small smooth gliding step. Page 66.
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No. 79. Tendre? ( tong-dr)

A.—Stretching.

No. 80. Pas de zephire? ( pah du-zay-fear)

A.—Light step. Page 67.
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No. 81. What is the difference between a chassez and a glissade?

A.—Glissade is made smooth, transferring the weight with the movement.

A chassez, the weight is kept on one foot, while the free foot cuts it out of place. Page 49

and 56.

No. 82. Jete turn?

A.—The turn is made by jumping from R. to L. and onto R. at same time, turning while in

the air. Page 59.

No. 83. Pas de Basque turn?

A.—Page 48.

No. 84. Entrechat? ( ong-tr-shot)

A.—To practice this movement, stand with the hands on the back of a chair, R. foot in 3rd

pos, front. Jump, change R. to 3rd back, and return to 3rd front before alighting. P. 55.
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No. 85. What is the difference between a hop and a spring?

A.—To hop, you spring or hop from, and alight on the same foot.

To spring, you spring from, and alight on the other foot. ( bondir) Page 58–65.

No. 56. What do you understand by the following terms used in describing dances?

[1] Pos. [2] 1st, 2nd, 3rd etc. [3] R. or L. [4] “&”
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A. [1] Position. [2] Denotes first position of the feet, body, etc. [3] Right or left hand or

foot. [4] Represents a movement which is followed or preceeded by a count, and does not

receive a count.

Example: The two-step movement is counted 1 I & 2. The &2 denotes two movements

made in the same time as the first count.

Pupil of H. N. Grant .
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PART TEN.

FANCY DANCES AND HOW TO TEACH.
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PART TEN.

Fancy Dancing and How to Teach.

“If God hath given us grace, no power other than his can keep us from developing it.”

In selecting music for this division of our art, choose music with a stronger accent and

cadence than for vocal music or ballroom dances.

It is music alone that can inspire the dancer, it enables you to be more precise in

execution, as well as enchants the spectators.

The first dance given is one you must perform vigorously, and avoid stiffness of all

museles, also follow closely the laws of opposition, (i.e.) The raising of the R, hand into 4th

pos. when the left foot is in use, and viceversa.

The teacher should study the style of dance more suitable for his pupil, as nothing is more

ridiculous than to see a tall, slim dancer, 139 trying to execute a dance bordering on the
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grotesque nature. A short, thick person should never attempt a slow, stately dance with the

expectation of gaining laurels from the audience.

However industrious your pupil may be, if not blessed with the assistance of nature's gifts,

it will be impossible to excel as a stage dancer.

The author is often asked the proper time to start a child into our art. By a close

observation, I have found the average child at seven to ten year of age, advance more

rapidly than at any other age.

HIGHLAND FLING.

Music, “Highland Fling.”

If the dance is to be taught to a class, have the pupils stand about three feet apart, facing

the instructor. After explaining the necessity of knowing the proper positions, of the

framework of man, teach the positions of the feet, arm, body and head. After the pupils

have practiced the positions, give easy exercises for developing the muscles and giving

freedom. 140 Never give an exercise without first explaining the benfits derived from the

exercise.

In explaining the following dances we will give exercises preceding the steps, that will

simplify the more complicated steps.

Exercise No. 1.—Hands on the side.

Stand with the weight on the left foot, with the R. raised on a level with the knee, toe

pointed to the instep. Hop on left foot eight times.

Repeat by changing the weight onto the R. foot, raising L., and hop eight time.
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Change and repeat, hopping on L. with R raised. L. hand raised in 4th pos., R. hand

resting on the side. (Set cut of Highland dancer for position.)

Repeat hopping on L., turning one-eighth to R. on each hop.
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Exercise No. 2.—(The spread.) Jump from the floor and seperate the feet about 24 in.

apart, weight equally divided on each foot. c-1.

Hop on R., raising L. up behind, ¼ high closed position, c-2. Repeat the spread, c-3. Hop

on L. raising R. up behind, toe pointed to floor, c-4, 1 Bar

Step One

Hands on the sides.

Make slight hop spreading the feet about 18 inches apart, alight on balls of both feet, c-1.

Hop on L. and raise R. up back, ¼ high position, (same as exercise No. 1.) c-2.

Repeat the spread, c-3. Hop on R., raise L. up back, c-4, 1 Bar

On c-2 raise L. hand into 4th pos.

On c-4 raise R. hand into 4th pos., opposite hand rests on the side.

Both hands rest on the sides on c-1 & 3.
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The Turn

Spread, at same time turn ¼ around to L. c-1.
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Hop on L., raise R. up back ¼ high pos. at the same time turn one-fourth to R., c-2.

Hop on L., circle R. around in front, toe pointed down, turning one-fourth, c-3.

Hop on L., circle R. around back, finishing the turn, c-4, 1 Bar

Repeat, 1 Bar

Repeat for 16 Bars

Note: When the L. foot is raised turn to right, and vice-versa.

The change of the hands are made at the same time as the change of the feet.

When circling the foot from front to back, or vice-versa, the foot should remain on a level

with knee, keeping the foot very close to the leg.

Step Two

Stamp L. foot in 2nd pos. bending L. knee, c-1.
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Close R. to 5th pos. back, c-2.

Hop on R. and raise L. to ¼ high pos, back. c-3.

Hop on R., circle L. around to 5th point pos. front, c-4, 1 Bar

Repeat the above four counts, twice more, moving to the left side.

Turn

Spread and turn as described, R. hand raised, 1 Bar
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Repeat the four bars, moving back to right, in all, 8 Bars

Step Three

Fingers locked with the palms down, and in front of the body.

Hop on L. foot, bring R. to 3rd point pos. front, c-1.

Step down on R. and raise L. heel in 3rd point pos., front, c-2.

Step down on L. and raise R. heel in 3rd point pos., front, c-3.
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Step down on R. and raise L. heel in 3rd point pos., front, c-4, 1 Bar

—B—

Leap onto L. and point R. in 2nd pos., c-1.

Draw R. back to 1st pos. and step down on R., at same time point L. in 4th pos front, c-2.

Repeat by drawing L. to 1st pos., and extending R. to 2nd pos., c-3.

Draw R. back and extend L., to 4th pos., forward, c-4, 1 Bar

Repeat from first part of the step, 2 Bars

Repeat part first and second of the step in place for, 7 Bars

On the 8th bar spread and turn as described, 1 Bar

Make part first in place; move backward about 6 feet on part second.

Hands as Step One, on second part.
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Step Four.

Spring onto L., about 8 inches diagonally forward, at same time kick R. forward, c-1.

Step down on R. and kick L. forward, Low Flowing position, c-2.

Step down on L. and kick R. forward, c-3.

Step down on R. and kick L. forward, c-4, 1 bar

Hands resting on the sides.

B.

Rocking Steps: (See exercise No. 1, Sailors Hornpipe.) Step down on L. foot accross and

in front of the R.; as you step on L., rock onto L., raising R. heel so the foot rests on its

side. At same time turn one-fourth to R., c-1.

Rock back onto the R., raising L. heel, c-2.

Rock back onto the L., raising R. heel, c-3.

Rock back onto the R., raising L. heel, c-4, 1 bar

During the above four rocks make a complete 146 turn in place.

R. hand raised, L. on side, 2nd pos. closed.

Step Five.

A.
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Spread and turn to the right, as in Step One, 1 bar

B.

Leap onto the R. in third pos., at same time raise L. up back, (Jete) c-1.

Leap onto L. in 2nd pos., and raise R. up back, (Jete) c-2.

Leap onto R. in, 2nd pos., closing L. in 3rd pos. front, c-3.

Slight Hop on R., raising L. heel in 3d pos. tront, c-4 1 bar

In all 8 bar

(The last two counts would be called a change, or two changes.)

Repeat the step four times, moving backward, hands as Step One.
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Step Six.

A.

Hop on L., point R. diagonally forward, c-1.

Hop on L., raise R. up back, c-2.

Hop on L., circle R. around front, on level with knee, c-3.

Hop on L., circle R. around back, on level with knee, c-4 1 bar

B.

Spread and turn, as in Step One, 1 bar
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Repeat three times, reversing the movement, in all, 8 bars

Step Seven.

A.

Hop on L., point R. toe in 2nd pos., c-1.

Hop on L., raise R. heel to the knee, toe pointed to instep, c-2.

Spring onto R., point L. in 2nd pos., c-3.

Hop on R., raise L. to the knee, toe pointed, c-4, 1 bar

B.
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(2 changes.) Step onto L. with R. in 3d point pos., c-1.

Change onto R., raising L in 3rd point pos. c-2.

C.

(2 Jetes.) Leap onto L. to 2nd pos., throwing R. up back, c-3.

Leap back onto R., raising L. up back, c-4, 1 bar

Repeat the movements for 7 bars

On the last, or 8th bar, spread and turn, 1 bar

Hands as Step one.

Step Eight.
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Leap onto L. in 2nd pos., c-1.

Glose R. to 5th point pos., and raise high on both toes, swaying body to R., L. hand raised,

(a-la-balance,) c-2.

Leap on R. to 2nd pos., and raise L. up back, (jete,) c-3.

Leap back onto L. to 2nd pos., raise R. up back, (Jete,) c-4. 1 bar

B.
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Spread and turn, as Step One, 1 bar

Repeat for, 8 bars

Step Nine.

Hop on L., point R. in 4th pos., forward c-1.

Hop on L., raise R. to L. knee, c-2.

Hop on L., point R. in 4th po., forward, c-3.

Hop on L., raise R. to the knee, c-4, 1 bar

Step down on R. in 1st pos., at same time turn one-half around to face the back of the

stage, and repeat by pointing L. to 4th pos. forward, c-1.

Hop on R., raising L. to knee, c-2.

Hop on R., point L. in 4th pos. forward, c-3.
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Hop on R., raise L. to the knee, c-4, 1 bar

Step down on L., turning to face the audience, and repeat, pointing the R. to 4th pos., 1

bar

B.

Spread and turn as Step One, 1 bar

Repeat, 4 bars

In all, 8 bars
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Step Ten.

Spread and turn rapidly for six bars, moving back to wing; Courtsey out.

Note: When the foot is raised, the heel should be on a level with the knee, toe pointed to

the floor. The hollow of the foot should rest against the calf of the leg in such a manner

as to fit over the calf of the leg, filling the hollow of the foot. Also the hollow of the foot fits

against the muscles of the leg when raised in front or back.

SAILOR'S HORNPIPE.

Music: Sailor, or Fisher Hornpipe.

Exercises.

No. 1. Rocking Step : Stand with the R. foot in front and crossed about four inches to the

left of L. foot. Rock over onto the R. foot, raising the heel of the L. enough so the side of

the foot rests on the floor, c-1.
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Rock back onto the L., raising R. so the side of the foot rests on the floor, c-2.

Repeat the rocking for 16 bars in place.

The movement is made by pushing the knees well to the side.

Members of the Juvenile Class. Braun's School of Dancing .
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While practicing, if two or more pupils are in line, let them place the hands upon each

others shoulders for support. Practice rocking, moving forward and backward.

No. 2. Twist Step . Stand with both toes turned well in, the weight on R. heel, “slightly

raising the ball from the floor,” and on the ball of the L. heel.

Twist R. toe outward, at same time turning L. heel in, c-1.

Repeat the movement with weight on ball of R. and heel of L., and turn the toes in, c-2.

Repeat moving to R. or L. side.

The Break . The following break should be used at the finish of each step. We will classify

the break as “Single and Double.” Single break is used when steps use 8 bars only.

Double, for steps using 16 bars.

Single Break . Hop on L., and at same time place R. heel at the toe of the L. foot, toe

pointed upward, c-1.

Hop on L., place the R. toe to the toe of the L., heel raised, c-2, 1 bar

Leap onto the R. and bring the L. heel to the R. toe, c-1.

152
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Hop on R., place the L. toe to the toe of the R., (5th point pos.) 1 bar

Repeat the above, 2 bars

Double Break. Part 1st . Same as Single Break, 4 bars

Part 2nd . Hop on L. foot, place the R. toe to the toe of L., heel well raised, 5th point pos.,

c-1.

Leap onto the R., bring the L. toe to the toe of the R., heel well raised, 5th point pos., c-2.

Repeat with R. and L., c-3-4, 5-6, 7-8, or in all, 8 bars

THE DANCE.

Dancer wait in the wings for the first four bars, then run to the center of the stage at back

and salute, by removing the cap with R. hand, 8 bars

Step One.

At all times the arms are folded, and raised on a level with the chest; unless other

positions are given. (See cut.)

Describe a circle about ten feet in diameter, moving around to the R., ending at starting

point on the 8th bar, as follows:

Hop on L. foot, c-1. Slide R. forward, 153 bending the knee, leaning well to the R. side

raising L. foot up back, ¼ high pos, c-2, 1 bar

Hop on R., c-3. Rest, c-4, 1 bar

Rest R. hand on the waist front, and L. on the small of the back. As you hop on the third

count, make a hitching movement of the pants. On count I, change positions of the hands,
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placing the left hand on the waist front, the right on the small of the back, leaning toward

the L. side.

Repeat the movement by hopping on the R., c.I.

Slide L. forward, etc.

Repeat 8 times in all, first with L., then with R., etc., 14 bars

Break, 2 bars

Step Two.

Toe and Heel Forward, 8 bars

Hop on L., bring right heel to 5th heel pos. front, toe well raised, c-1.

Hop on L., and at the same time place R. toe in 5th point pos. front, heel well raised, c-2, 1

bar

Leap quickly on the R. and place L. foot in 5th heel pos. front, c-1.
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Hop on R., place L. toe in 5th point pos., heel well raised, c-2, 1 bar

Repeat moving to front of stage, 14 bars

Break, 2 bars

Lean the body well forward; making motions of the hands as if pulling in on a rope.

Step Three.

2 Jetes, 3 Changes and a Hitch . Moving back 14 bars, break, 2 bars
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Explanation.

Leap on-to the R. in 2nd pos., at same time throw L. up behind, c-2, (Jete) 1 bar

Leap back onto the L. in 2nd pos., throw R. up back, c-1-2, 1 bar

Leap onto the R. in 2nd pos., bring L. to 3rd point pos., front, c-1.

Step down on L. and raise R. in 3d point pos. No. 2, 1 bar

Bend both knees, lowering the body, bring both hands to L. hip, hop straightening the

knees, making movement as if pulling up the trousers, 1 bar

As you leap to the right, place the right hand over the eyes as though shading them, 155

left hand on the side. As you leap to the left reverse the pos.

Repeat from first, moving backward, 14 bars

Break 2 bars, in all, 16 bars

Step Four.

Rocking Step, Forward, 8 or 16 Bars .

Hop on L. raise R. out at side, ¼ high pos. c-1. Return R. across in front of the L.,

changing weight onto R., raising L. heel, c-2, 1 bar

Rock onto the L., raising R. heel, c-1. Rock back onto the R., raising L. heel, c-2. (See

exercise,) 1 bar

Repeat, moving to the front of the stage for 7 bars

Break, 1 bar, in all 8 bars
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Make motion of the hands as if pulling down on a rope.

Step Five.

Arms folded, move diagonally R. and L.

Hop on L., c-1. Slide R. diagonally, c-2, 1 bar

Hop on R. point L. in 4th pos. c-1-2, 1 bar

Unfold arms, make motion as if pulling down a rope. c-1-2-3-4, 2 bars
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Fold arms, hop on L., touch the R. toe in 5th point pos. front, c-1. Hop on L., and kick R.

out, c-2, 1 bar

Leap onto R. and bring L. to 5th pos. back, sinking down by bending the knees, c-1-2, 1

bar

Unfold the arms, place both hands on L. hip, c-1. Hop on R., kicking L. out, make

movement as if hitching of the pants, c-2, 1 bar

Repeat 8 times to R. and L., turning one-half around on the hitching step.

Step Six.

Polka and Changes . Moving backward 8 bars. R. hand raised 4th pos. L. on side. Make a

simple polka step, turning to the right, once around, c-1 & 2, 1 bar

Four changes Moving Backward As Follows : Jump from the floor, place R. foot in 3rd pos.

back, c-1. Jump change L. to 3d back, c-2, 1 bar
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At same time bend body well forward, extend R. hand out in front, as though grasping a

rope; draw R. hand back and extend L. hand out as if grasping the rope.

Repeat turning to the right, do L., do R., moving backward and forward for 16 bars

157

Step Seven.

The Twist, Moving Forward 8 Bars .

Hop on L., extend R. to 2nd pos., heel raised, c-1. Hop on L., raise the toe, place the heel

where the toe was, c-2. 1 bar

Hop on L., bring R., to 5th pos. front, turning one-fourth around to R., make a dipping and

springing motion, by bending both knees, c-1 & 2, 1 bar

Repeat with L., turning one-half around on the 4th count. Repeat, moving forward, arms

folded on 1st bar. Make motion as though pulling down on a rope on 2nd bar.

Step Eight.

Move diagonally forward on the heels.

Make movement very rapidly, the heels scarcely moving, the toes are pointed upward.

Bend body forward. At same time make movement of the hands, as though climbing a

rope ladder, first extend the R. hand, then that L. up, as though grasping a ring of the

ladder, 8 bars

Backward.

Backward , 8 Steps, 8 bars.
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Jump and come down on both toes, R. in 158 5th pos. front, bending the knees, c-1. Hop

and kick R. out in front, c-2, 1 bar

As you kick the leg out, slap with the R. hand.

Hop, bring R. down to 3rd pos. back, c-1. Make a bend of the knees, unfold the arms, and

extend the hands out, looking forward, c-2, 1 bar

Make movement of the hands as though pulling in on a rope, leaning well forward,

c-1-2-3-4, 1 bar

Make a one-fourth turn as the R. is placed in 3d pos. back. Refold the arms and repeat

with opposite foot to the L. 3 bars

In all, 32 bars

Step Nine.

Moving back to place 7 bars. Break 1 bar

Jump from the floor and spread the feet about 24 inches apart, toes pointed upward. As

you spread the feet, push the hands out together, in front, with the fists closed, c-1-2, 1 bar

Bring the feet together. At the same time straighten the knees, c-1-2, 1 bar

159

Make movement as if rowing by bringing the hands up to the chest. Repeat the spreading

and closing and rowing.

Step Ten.

Pulling the Houser . 4 step to the L., 4 steps to the R.
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Hop on L., and extend the R. to 2nd heel pos., L. knee bent. At the same time reach out

the hand and take hold of the houser, bending body forward, c-1-2, 1 bar

Hop on L. and bring R. toe to 5th point pos. front, at the same time pull houser back,

leaning back, c-1-2, 1 bar

Repeat three times more, moving to the R. Turn and repeat, moving to the L. by hopping

on the R. Move to left four times. As you extend the hands out, lean well out and make

motion as if pulling hard. Make two movements of the hands to each bar.

Step Eleven. Finish.

Shuffle Buckle . Moving around in a circle for 12 bars

Finish by moving forward to the front, and removing cap with R. hand and bow.
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The Step.

With the weight upon the L. foot, bring the R. over the instep, toe pointed; as you make the

hopping movement on the L., make a dashing movement with the R., Hop on L. c-1.

Hop on L. c-2, 1 bar

Slide R. to 4th pos., c-1. Rest, c-2, 1 bar

Repeat by hopping with R., with L. over the instep. Repeat 12 times in all, moving around

in a circle, arms folded.

Break, and courtsey out. 4 bars

20TH CENTURY SKIRT DANCE.
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Music 4-4 Tempo. “In a Den” will be found very good.

Exercise No. 1.

While making all kicking (or ruer), join sides of skirt with both hands, keeping the hands in

2nd pos. when not otherwise enjaged.

Hop on L. foot, bring R. toe to 5th point pos. back, c-1. Hop on L., kick R. out at the side on

level with the hip, ½ high pos., c-2.Repeat the hop and kick, c-3-4, 1 bar

(GROTESQUE DANCE) Pupil's of F. Leslie Clendenen .
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Repeat same from 5th pos. front, 1 bar

Repeat same from 3d pos. front, 1 bar

Step down on R. and throw L. over and around turning to R. 1 bar

Repeat by hopping on R. and kicking with L. 3 bars

Repeat the turn to left 1 bar

Note: When the kick is made from 5th pos. back, the kicking is made to the side, from 3d

or 5th pos., the kick may be made either to the side or the front.

Exercise No. 2.

Hop on L., raising R. out back, ½ high, c-1. Hop on L. and turn one-fourth to face R. foot,

and kick R. foot forward, c-2. Step down on R., raising L. up back, and face R. wing, c-3.

Hop on R., turning one-half to face L. wing, and kick L. forward, c-4, 1 bar

Step One, Entry.
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Move around in a circle, stopping in the center of the stage.

Movement:—Make a long slide diagonally forward with L. foot, bending the knee, and

throwing the body to L. side, c-1.

Close R. to 3d pos. back at same time throw 162 L. up slightly in front (coupe), c-2. Circle

L. around to 3d back, and weighted, gliding R. forward, c-3. Close L. up back, c-4, 1 bar

Repeat, starting with R., etc. 1 bar

Repeat moving around in a circle for 7 bars

Raise hands in 4th pos. and pirouette to R., 1 bar

For introduction use 8 or 16 bars

Step Two.

Hop on L., bring R. to 5th Pos. back, c-1. Hop on L., kick R. to side, c-2. Repeat hop and

kick, c-3-4, 1 bar

Repeat with L. by stepping down on R., 1 bar

Repeat with R., 1 bar

Pirouette by stepping on R., throwing L. over and around, 1 bar

B.

Hop on L., bring R. to 5th pos. front, c-1. Hop and kick R. forward, c-2. Return the heel of

R. to L. knee, toe pointed down, hop on L., kick R. forward two times, keeping R. foot on

level with the knee, c-3-4, 1 bar
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Repeat by stepping down on R. foot, 1 bar

Repeat by stepping down on L. foot, 1 bar
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Pirouette to L., 1 bar

Repeat parts A. and B., 8 bars

In all 16 bars

Step Three.

Hop on L., R. to 5th pos. back, c-1. Hop on L. kick R. to side, c-2. Repeat by hopping on

R., and kick L. c-3-4 1 bar

Leap onto the L. and throw R. up back, ½ high curved pos., leaning well forward, c-1. Hop

three times on L., at same time throw kisses with hands, c-2-3-4 1 bar

Pirouette twice to R., 2 bars

Repeat with opposite foot, 4 bars

Step Four.

Glide R. to 4th pos. at same time make low bend of knees, c-1. Draw L. up to 3d pos.

back, c-2. Hop on L., bring R. up to L. knee, c-3. Hop on L. kick R. out forward c-4, 1 bar

Bring R. down and across in front of L. and rock from L. to R., 3 times, 1 bar

Repeat with opposite foot, 2 bars

Repeat to R. and L. for 8 bars
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Step Five.

Pas De Basque forward, (See description,) c-1 & 2 for each foot, for 4 bars
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B.

Pas De Basque , back, bring R. down across in front of L. and repeat the same movement

backward, c-1 & 2 for each, foot, 4 bars

Repeat forward and back, 8 bars

First time going to R. corner, second time to L. corner, and back to center.

Step Six.

Slide R. to 4th pos., diagonally, c-1. Close L. to 3d pos., c-2. Hop on L., bring R. to 5th

pos. back, c-3. Hop on L., kick, R. to 4-4 high pos., c-4, 1 bar

Leap down onto R., throwing L. up back, leaning well forward, c-1. Hop three times,

moving backward, c-2-3-4, 1 bar

Repeat with opposite foot, 2 bars

Repeat for 8 bars

Throw kisses with hand nearest the audience on the hopping movement.

Step Seven.

Step L foot to 4th pos. back, c-1. Draw R. up to 5th front, at the same time raise L. free

from the floor, facing L. wing, c-2. Hop on R., raise L. up back; ¼ high pos.; look back over

R. shoulder at L. heel, c-3. Hop on R. kick L. forward, c-4, 1 bar
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Bring L. down across in front of R., slightly raising R., c-1. Hop on L., throw R. up back, ¼

high pos.; look over L. shoulder, c-2. Hop, turn facing R. wing; make a circle or small “o”

with R. foot, c-3. Hop on L., kick R. to Grand High pos., c-4, 1 bar

Repeat by stepping back on R. drawing L. up, etc.

Repeat, moving back to rear of stage. In all, 8 bars

Step Eight. “Posing.”

Point R. to 4th pos. forward, lean body well to R. side, 2nd R. pos., hands raised, L. in 4th,

R in 3rd, hold pose, c-1-2. Point R. to 2nd pos., lean body to L., hands to R., c-3-4, 1 bar

Glide R. to 4th pos., front, c-1. Close L. to 3rd back, c-2. Circle R. around back, 3rd pos.

c-3. Make one glissade forward, c-4, 1 bar

Repeat moving to front, 8 bars

Step Nine.

Hop on L., bring R. to 5th back, raising L. to 5th point pos. front, c-1. Hop on R., kick L.

front, c-2. Bring L. down and across in 166 front of R. and rock onto L., c-3. Rock back

onto R., c-4, 1 bar

B.

Throw body forward. Run forward four steps, L. R., L. R., 1 bar

As you run forward make a figure 8 with the hands down in front.

C.
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Move backward as follows:

Step down on L. in 3rd pos. back, raising R. heel, c-1. Hop on L., kick R. to side, c-2. Leap

onto R. 3d pos. back, raising L. heel, c-3. Hop on R. kick L., c-4, 1 bar

Repeat last four counts, 1 bar

Repeat the steps for 16 bars

Pirouette, 1 bar

Courtsey, 1 bar

Repeat pirouette and courtsey, 2 bars

Step Ten.

Hop on L., raise R. heel to knee, toe pointed to instep, c-1. Hop on L. three times, making

forward kicks from the knee with R., c-2-3-4, 1 bar

Repeat with opposite by stepping down on R., 1 bar
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Leap onto L., bring R. to 5th pos., c.I. Hop on L., kick R., to side ½ high pos., c-2. Step

down on R. bring L. to 5th pos. back, c-3. Hop on R., kick L. to ½ high pos., c-4, 1 bar

Pirouette to L., 1 bar

Repeat the 4 bars

Step Eleven.
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Point R. to 4th pos., lean body to R., and pos., arms carried to L., pose, c-1-2. Point R. to

2nd pos., lean body well to L. side, hands to R. side pose, c-3-4, 1 bar

Hop on L., bring R. to 5th pos. back, c-1. Hop on L. kick R. to side, c-2. Pirouette to R.

c-3-4, 1 bar

Repeat with L. foot 2 bars

Repeat forward, 8 bars

Finish.

Repeat part second of Step Two 4 bars

Point R. to 4th pos. front, c-1-2. Throw kiss with R. hand. Point R. to 4th pos. back, throw

kiss with L. hand, c-3, 1 bar Run three steps to R. side, R. L. R., c-1-2-3. Point R. 4th pos.

front, pose, c-4, at same time throw kiss with L. hand, R. raised in 4th pos. back. Repeat

until out.
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LA MANOLA. A Spanish Castinet Dance.

Music: La Manola,. ¾ Tempo.

Exercise No. 1. Spanish Draw.

Step L. foot to 4th pos. back, c-1. Draw R. toe up to 5th point pos., at same time project

the hip well to the left side, and carry the hands up to the L., R. hand in 3d pos., L. in 4th

pos. c-2-3, 1 bar

Come down heavy on the R. heel, and step L. foot to 2nd pos., c-1. Repeat the drawing,

c-2-3. 1 bar
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Repeat moving to L. side for 4 bars

Repeat moving to R. side for 4 bars

Note: In all Spanish movements the body should be held very free, as the body rolls and

hip projections, form a very important part of the dance.

Exercise No. 2. Spanish Waltz Balance.

Glide L. foot to 4th pos. forward, c-1. Hop on L. and swing R. forward, ¼ high pos., and

slightly in front of the L., c-2-3 1 bar

Step down on R. in 4th pos. front, facing L. wing, c-1. Close L. up to 3d or 5th pos. back,

and raise high on the toe, c-2-3.

Pupil of Peter D. Findlay , San Francisco.
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Note: This movement is usually followed by a Spanish Draw back.

The first three movements repeated alternately with R. and L. should be the first exercise

given the pupil. Let them move around the stage or room, swinging first one foot, then the

other over. As the foot is extended forward the knee should be kept stiff, and the hands

raised up in 3d pos. extended.

Exercise No. 3. Spanish Draw and Rond de Jamb backward.

Step L. to 4th pos. back, c-1. Draw R. foot up, 3d pos. c-2-3.

Make a short step back on the L., at same time face to the R., c-1. Raise R. on a level with

the L. knee and make a large “O” at side of L. knee, at same time hop on L. Extend R. foot

to 4th pos. back at the finish of the “O”.
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To begin the next step or draw, step down on R. in 4th pos. back c-1. Draw L. to 3rd pos.,

c-2-3.

Step short step back on R., turning to face L. wing, c-1. Hop on R., make circle with L., etc.
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Exercise No. 4. Spanish Twist.

Stamp L. foot to 2nd pos. c-1. Put R. foot down heavy in 3d Ball pos., c-2. Step down

heavy on R. heel in 1st pos., c-3.

On count 2 and 3, make a strong projection of the hips to the left, and raising the hands to

the L.

Beat castinets on counts 2 and 3, resting on the first count of each bar.

THE DANCE.

Entre: On four chords of tremolo, dancer runs in from the back, stop in center of the stage,

pose backward, “3d pos. back,” hands raised in 4th pos.

Step One.

Pas de Basque moving around in a circle to the right, turning one-half around on each bar

for 16 Bars.

On the fourth bar each time pirrouette with hands in 4th pos.

Step Two.

Spanish draw to the L. (See description,) 3 bars

B.
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Step L. foot back to 4th pos., c-1. Hop on 171 L., circle R. around back “rond de jamb,”

c-2-3, 1 bar

Repeat to right, do L. do R., for 16 bars

The movement is made in a zig zag manner to the back.

Step Three.

Point R. foot to 2d pos., c-1. Circle R. around to 4th pos. back, making hop on L., c-2-3, 1

bar

Step on R. to 4th pos. back, c-1. Draw L. to 5th point pos. front, c-2-3, 1 bar

Repeat moving backward for 16 bars

Step Four.

Stamp R. foot to 2nd pos., c-1. Hop on R. swing L. foot across in front, c-2-3, 1 bar

Repeat with opposite foot, 1 bar

Repeat, moving forward for 16 bars

Step Five.

Tap R. toe obliquely to R. c-1. Rest and pose, c-2-3. 1 bar

Pose by carrying the hands up to the L., bending the body to the R., eyes directed to the L.

heel, over R. shoulder, 1 bar

Repeat with L., 2 bars
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B.

Jette onto R., throwing L. up back, and turn one-half to R. c-2. Leap onto L. in 4th pos.

front, turning to R. Leap onto R., finishing the turn, and kneel on R. knee, 1 bar, 4 bars

C.

Make four low circular poses, or 12 bars

In all, 16 bars

Step Six.

Rise, and make two circular poses, finishing with the hands in 4th pos., 6 bars

B.

Walk on the toes to R. hand corner, 2 bars

In all, 8 bars

C.

Spanish Draw, and rond de jamb to L. for 8 bar. Repeat the 16 bars to the L., 32 bars

D.

Step back with R. and make a Spanish Draw, 1 bar. Step to 4th back, c-1. Throw L. across

in front of R., c-2-3, I bar. Raise on both toes and turn, 2 bars. Repeat moving back for 8

bars

Step Seven,
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Stamp R. to 2nd, c-1. Swing L. across in 173 front of R. c-2-3, 1 bar

Repeat by stamping L., etc., 1 bar. Repeat for 2 more, 4 bars

B.

Waltz backward to place, making the movement very free, 4 bars

Step Eight.

Step R. to 2d, c-1. Close L. to 5th pos. and raise high on toes, 1 bar. Repeat with L., 1 bar.

Step R. to 2d, c-1. Swing L. across in front, c-2-3, 1 bar. Repeat to L., stepping down in 3d

pos. crossed, turn one-half around.

Note: By repeating 3 times, turning one-fourth each time, will leave you as starting, using

in all, 16 bars

Step Nine.

Repeat Step Two to R. 4 bars

B.

Repeat Step Two to L. 4 bars

Step Ten.

Pas de Basque, turn rapidly around in a circle, 8 bars

Finish.

Lean on R. to 4th pos., forward, turning one-half, c 1. Lean onto L., turning one-half, 174

c-2. Leap onto the R. to 4th pos. forward and kneel on R. knee, c-3, 1 bar
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Pose backward as far as possible, hands raised in 4th pos., hold, 3 bars

Courtsey back and out.

Note: In selecting the dances to be used in this work, I have endeavored to select easy

combinations, and yet effective. Should at any time you fail to grasp the meaning of any

step, I will find pleasure in going more fully into the details of the movement.

Finale.

To those who read this book with a view to critisims only; allow me to ask your pardon for

the errors found, as the author does not claim to “know everything,” and realizes we all

have something to learn. I have endeavored to make my descriptions plain, yet I realize

a description easily deciphered by me, may prove difficult for another. If the reader will

devote a short time in trying to describe some simple movement he will be surprised to find

“How Difficult it is.”
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